


EUROPRACTICE IC service
                The right cocktail of ASIC Services

EUROPRACTICE IC Service offers you a proven route to ASICs that features:
•	Low-cost	ASIC	prototyping

•	Flexible	access	to	silicon	capacity	for	small	and	medium	volume	production	quantities

•	Partnerships	with	leading	world-class	foundries,	assembly	and	testhouses

•	Wide	choice	of	IC	technologies

•	Distribution	and	full	support	of	high-quality	cell	libraries	and	design	kits	for	the	most	popular	CAD	

tools

•	RTL-to-Layout	service	for	deep-submicron	technologies

•	Front-end	ASIC	design	through	Alliance	Partners

Industry	 is	 rapidly	discovering	 the	benefits	of	using	 the	EUROPRACTICE	 IC	service	 to	help	bring	new	

product	designs	to	market	quickly	and	cost-effectively.	The	EUROPRACTICE	ASIC	route	supports	espe-

cially	those	companies	who	don’t	need	always	the	full	range	of	services	or	high	production	volumes.	

Those	 companies	 will	 gain	 from	 the	 flexible	 access	 to	 silicon	 prototype	 and	 production	 capacity	 at	

leading	foundries,	design	services,	high	quality	support	and	manufacturing	expertise	that	includes	IC	

manufacturing,	packaging	and	test.	This	you	can	get	all	from	EUROPRACTICE	IC	service,	a	service	that	is	

already	established	for	15	years	in	the	market.

The EUROPRACTICE IC Services are offered by the following centers:

•	 imec,	Leuven	(Belgium)

•	Fraunhofer-Institut	fuer	Integrierte	Schaltungen	(Fraunhofer	IIS),	Erlangen	(Germany)

The European Commission is funding the  
Europractice IC Service under the  

IST programme in the 7th framework. 

This funding is exclusively used to support  
European universities and research laboratories.

By courtesy of imec
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Dear EUROPRACTICE customers,

In the beginning of 2010 it was unsure how business would further develop after first signs 

of recovery late 2009. We have seen that our industrial customers really enjoyed a volume 

ramp in 2010. A lot of new products, developed previous years, hit the market. As such we 

can say that the market of smaller volumes or initial volumes (below 10,000 wafers per year 

– typically the market of Europractice customers) developed in a similar way as the market of 

microelectronics in general. Capacity shortage and longer lead times for production wafers at 

the foundries also had an effect, although minimal on our customers.

When we look at the number of IC/MEMS designs prototyped in 2010 by the universities and 

research institutes in Europe, we do not really see yet an effect of the economical crisis. The 

reasons for that being the fact that budgets are allocated in many cases for several years and 

the fact that the Europractice grant from the European Commission allowed to reduce prototyp-

ing prices considerably for mini@sic designs in advanced technology nodes (90nm and below).

However, since the prototyping prices in 90nm and below became so attractively low, due to the EC subsidy, a lot of the 

European universities and research institutes started to design in these technologies. This resulted in the fact that we 

received many 90nm-designs to be prototyped : 55 in 2009 and 68 in 2010.

Unfortunately the other consequence is that the EC-subsidy for fabrication of mini@sic designs in 90nm and below 

for the period until the end of 2011 was almost used in the first half of 2010. As a result we regret that we have been 

forced to change (increase) the prices for miniasic designs starting 1 August 2010. Apologies for this. We have been the 

victim of a successful mini@sic program with affordable prototype fabrication prices for European Academia (thanks to 

the EC subsidy). It clearly shows that when prototyping prices are affordable, universities start to design in advanced 

technologies and bring their research activities to a higher level, a higher level that is absolutely needed for innovation. 

Proof is the high number of innovative papers at conferences like ISSCC and ESSCIRC.

We are continuously looking and discussing with our foundry partners to introduce their latest technologies.

As such we are very proud that Europractice has been able to sign an agreement with UMC to introduce their 65nm 

technology and with TSMC to introduce their 40nm technology.

Stimulating universities in designing in advanced technologies and in particular RF and mixed-signal design has been one 

of the important goals of Europractice. The affordable mini@sic program was one of the ways to do so. Another way was 

to have design contests. Now TSMC and the GSA (Global Semiconductor Association) have asked Europractice to install 

the TSMC Europractice Innovation Award for the most innovative mixed-signal or RF (Radio Frequency) design submitted 

by a European university through the Europractice IC service. The prize will be a free trip for maximum three design team 

members to TSMC’s Headquarters in Taiwan, where winners will take a tour of one of TSMC’s GigaFabs™. The winners 

will also have the opportunity to take Taiwan’s high speed train to Taipei and visit the 101, the world 2nd highest tower. The 

award will be announced at GSA’s European Forum 11 & 12 May 2011 in Munich. In addition, there is the possibility for the 

winners to be awarded a 6 month internship working for TSMC.

Finally, I thank you for your continuous support, look forward to future cooperation and hope to meet you at our booths 

on exhibitions like DATE, DAC, GSA/IET, ...

Sincerely yours,

Dr. C. Das

Chairman EUROPRACTICE IC Service

imec (Belgium)

Foreword
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EUROPRACTICE: 
Your Total and Turn-Key ASIC Solution

Through its agreement with foundries

and library partners, EUROPRACTICE is

allowed to distribute foundry technolo-

gy information and cell libraries upon

simple signature of a standard Non-

Disclosure Agreements or a Design Kit

License Agreement. Those agreements

can be downloaded from the EURO-

PRACTICE website. In this way you

have access in a few days without

having to go through a painful cus-

tomer qualification procedure at the

foundry. Foundry information includes

design rules, spice parameters, design

& layout manuals and DRC/ERC/LVS

decks. Cell library information includes

library manuals and design kits for

EUROPRACTICE provides semiconduc-

tor and system companies with a total

and turn-key ASIC solution including :

• easy access to foundry design rules,

cell libraries and design kits

• deep submicron RTL-to-layout ser-

vice

• low cost prototype fabrication ser-

vice

• volume fabrication service including

wafer fabrication, packaging and

test

• ASIC qualification

• logistics

• technical customer support

New fables startup companies as well as small companies or compa-

nies having small ASIC volume products in niche markets experience

huge problems to get access to foundries since their volume is too

small. 

EUROPRACTICE has wafer foundry agreements with different leading

suppliers, allowing to offer the most advanced as well as specific tech-

nologies to those customers. Our foundry partners acknowledge the

EUROPRACTICE Service as the optimal solution to provide wafer capac-

ity to smaller customers. Suppliers see EUROPRACTICE as one big cus-

tomer representing about 600 universities and 300 companies world-

wide. Through agreements with foundry partners, EUROPRACTICE is

able to offer ASIC solutions ranging from a few wafers to thousands of

wafers per year.

Easy access

most of the popular CAD tools (Ca-

dence, Synopsys, Mentor Graphics,

Tanner, etc.). This foundry and library

information is distributed on the EU-

ROPRACTICE CD-ROM or via FTP.

EUROPRACTICE provides semiconductor and system companies with a total 

and turn-key ASIC solution including :

•	 easy	access	to	foundry	design	rules,	cell	libraries	and	design	kits

•	 deep	submicron	RTL-to-layout	service

•	 low	cost	prototype	fabrication	service

•	 volume	fabrication	service	including	wafer	fabrication,	packaging	and	test

•	 ASIC	qualification

•	 logistics

•	 technical	customer	support

New fables startup companies as well as small companies or companies  

having small ASIC volume products in niche markets experience huge prob-

lems to get access to foundries since their volume is too small. 

EUROPRACTICE has wafer foundry agreements with different leading sup-

pliers, allowing to offer the most advanced as well as specific technologies 

to those customers. Our foundry partners acknowledge the EUROPRACTICE 

Service as the optimal solution to provide wafer capacity to smaller custom-

ers. Suppliers see EUROPRACTICE as one big customer representing about 

650 universities, research centers and 300 companies world-wide. Through 

agreements with foundry partners, EUROPRACTICE is able to offer ASIC solu-

tions ranging from a few wafers to thousands of wafers per year.

Easy access
Through its agreement with foundries 

and library partners, EUROPRACTICE 

is allowed to distribute foundry tech-

nology information and cell libraries 

upon simple signature of a standard 

Non-Disclosure Agreements or a De-

sign Kit License Agreement. Those 

agreements can be downloaded from 

the EUROPRACTICE website. In this 

way you have access in a few days 

without having to go through a pain-

ful customer qualification procedure 

at the foundry. Foundry information 

includes design rules, spice param-

eters, design  & layout manuals and 

DRC/ERC/LVS decks. Cell library 

information includes library manu-

als and design kits for most of the 

popular CAD tools (Cadence, Synop-

sys, Mentor Graphics, Tanner, etc.). 

This foundry and library information 

is distributed on the EUROPRACTICE 

CD-ROM or via FTP.

EUROPRACTICE : 

Your Total and Turn-Key ASIC Solution
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Phase I: ASIC Design
When customers have received de-

sign rules, cell libraries, etc., they

can start the ASIC design. ASIC de-

sign can be split up into front-end

design and back-end design. Front-

end design covers ASIC specifica-

tion feasibility study and design in-

cluding tasks such as schematic

entry, VHDL description, scan inser-

tion, simulation and synthesis. The

front-end design can be carried out

by the customer himself or can be

subcontracted to a design house.

During this design phase, Euro-

practice offers technical support on

technology, test, type of package,

etc. Important know-how and feed-

back from the test house will be

used to improve the DFT (Design

For Testability). ”State-of-the-art”

CAD tools are used during the ASIC

design phase.

When the netlist is ready the back-

end design activity starts including

layout generation using state-of-

the art layout tools. Deep submi-

cron digital place & route tasks

are in most cases not performed

by the customers. For those cus-

tomers that have not their own

layout tools, EUROPRACTICE is of-

fering such deep submicron layout

service (see deep submicron lay-

out service on page 7). After initial

layout, timing verification is car-

ried out by the customer using

parasitic layout information and

layout is iterated until timing is

met. Verification of the design

needs to be done in all technology

corners.

When layout is finished, a final

DRC (Design Rule Check) and LVS

(Layout versus Schematic) is per-

formed on the GDS-II database in

order to deliver a correct GDS-II to

the foundry for manufacturing.

ASIC specifications
customer

design

foundry, IP provider

assembly

test

Initial design review

Preliminary design review

Digital, analog 
front-end design

Physical layout 
generation

Critical design review

Tape out

Foundry, IP provider 
Design rules, IP & cell libraries

models

Foundry
Golden rules file 
for DRC, LPE, LVS

Foundry, IP provider 
IP cell libraries layout

Design for testability (DFT)

Design House know-how

Correct GDS-II database for manufacturing

Design verification

>

>

>

>

>

EUROPRACTICE

By courtesy of IMEC

When customers have received design rules, cell libraries, 

etc., they can start the ASIC design. ASIC design can be 

split up into front-end design and back-end design. Front-

end design covers ASIC specification feasibility study and 

design including tasks such as schematic entry, VHDL 

description, scan insertion, simulation and synthesis. 

The front-end design can be carried out by the customer 

himself or can be subcontracted to a design house. During 

this design phase, Europractice offers technical support 

on technology, test, type of package, etc. Important know-

how and feedback from the test house will be used to 

improve the DFT (Design For Testability). ”State-of-the-art” 

CAD tools are used during the ASIC design phase.

When the netlist is ready the backend design activity 

starts including layout generation using state-of-the art 

layout tools. Deep submicron digital place & route tasks 

are in most cases not performed by the customers. For 

those customers that have not their own layout tools, 

EUROPRACTICE is offering such deep submicron layout 

service (see deep submicron layout service on page 7). 

After initial layout, timing verification is carried out by the 

customer using parasitic layout information and layout is 

iterated until timing is met. Verification of the design needs 

to be done in all technology corners.

When layout is finished, a final DRC (Design Rule Check) 

and LVS (Layout versus Schematic) is performed on the 

GDS-II database in order to deliver a correct GDS-II to the 

foundry for manufacturing.

ASIC specifications
customer

design

foundry, IP provider

assembly

test

Initial design review

Preliminary design review

Digital, analog 
front-end design

Physical layout 
generation

Critical design review

Tape out

Foundry, IP provider 
Design rules, IP & cell libraries

models

Foundry
Golden rules file 
for DRC, LPE, LVS

Foundry, IP provider 
IP cell libraries layout

Design for testability (DFT)

Design House know-how

Correct GDS-II database for manufacturing

Design verification

>

>

>

>

>

Phase I: ASIC Design
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After all the checks have been per-

formed and the GDS-II database is

correct for manufacturing, Euro-

practice sends the database to the

foundry for prototyping. Masks will

be generated by the foundry and

first silicon will be produced. Pro-

totyping can be done on MPW

(Multi Project Wafer) runs or SPW

(Single Project Wafer) pilot runs

(see Low Cost IC prototyping on

page 8).

In parallel with prototype fabrica-

tion and prototype packaging the

test solution including test hard-

ware and software is developed.

EUROPRACTICE will generate

bonding diagram and assembly in-

structions. For prototyping ceramic

packages as well as the produc-

tion plastic packages can be

used. Prototype packaging is

done through one of the as-

sembly partners in Europe or

the Far-East.

When packaged prototypes are

available, they will be shipped to

the test house for debugging. De-

bugging includes continuity and

leakage tests, ATPG test and test

of the different analog blocks

(when available on the ASIC) at

room (RT) temperature. When pro-

totypes are working correctly ac-

cording to the ASIC specification,

low (LT) and high (HT) tempera-

ture are performed. The next stage

is a full characterization of the

ASIC at the corners of the voltage

supply and frequency at LT, RT and

HT.

During each test a datalog is gen-

erated of the measured values and

histograms and cpk reports are

sent to the customer. In case of

specific problems, failure analysis

can be done to determine the rea-

son of the failing. 

Phase II: Prototyping and test development 

Phase III: First test & Characterization of prototype

By courtesy of Microtest

Mask generation

Packaging prototypes

Wafer fabrication 
(MPW or engineering lot)

Test hardware development 
Probe card / test board

Test and debug 
prototypes

Test at
RT, LT, HT

Characterization 
prototypes

Datalog, histograms, drift
analysis, CPK, CP

Test software 
development

Debugging hardware

Prototypes and test solution available

Prototypes and test solution available

Correct GDS-II database for manufacturing

Mask generation

Packaging prototypes

Wafer fabrication 
(MPW or engineering lot)

Test hardware development 
Probe card / test board

Test and debug 
prototypes

Test at
RT, LT, HT

Characterization 
prototypes

Datalog, histograms, drift
analysis, CPK, CP

Test software 
development

Debugging hardware

Prototypes and test solution available

Prototypes and test solution available

Correct GDS-II database for manufacturing

After all the checks have been per-

formed and the GDS-II database 

is correct for manufacturing, Euro-

practice sends the database to the 

foundry for prototyping. Masks will 

be generated by the foundry and first 

silicon will be produced. Prototyping 

can be done on MPW (Multi Project 

Wafer) runs or SPW (Single Project 

Wafer) pilot runs (see Low Cost IC 

prototyping on page 8).

In parallel with prototype fabrication 

and prototype packaging the test so-

lution including test hardware and 

software is developed. EUROPRAC-

TICE will generate bonding diagram 

and assembly instructions. For pro-

totyping ceramic packages as well 

as the production plastic packages 

can be used. Prototype packaging is 

done through one of the assem-

bly partners in Europe or the 

Far-East.

Phase II: Prototyping and test development 

When packaged prototypes are avail-

able, they will be shipped to the test 

house for debugging. Debugging in-

cludes continuity and leakage tests, 

ATPG test and test of the different 

analog blocks (when available on 

the ASIC) at room (RT) temperature. 

When prototypes are working cor-

rectly according to the ASIC specifi-

cation, low (LT) and high (HT) tem-

perature are performed. The next 

stage is a full characterization of the 

ASIC at the corners of the voltage 

supply and frequency at LT, RT and 

HT.

During each test a datalog is gener-

ated of the measured values and 

histograms and cpk reports are sent 

to the customer. In case of specific 

problems, failure analysis can be 

done to determine the reason of the 

failing.

Phase III: First test & Characterization of prototype

Mask generation

Packaging prototypes

Wafer fabrication 
(MPW or engineering lot)

Test hardware development 
Probe card / test board

Test and debug 
prototypes

Test at
RT, LT, HT

Characterization 
prototypes

Datalog, histograms, drift
analysis, CPK, CP

Test software 
development

Debugging hardware

Prototypes and test solution available

Prototypes and test solution available

Correct GDS-II database for manufacturing
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When customers only need prototypes

of their ASIC, qualification is not needed. 

However when prototypes are working

correctly and the customer would like to

have volume production it is the right

time to think about the “product qualifi-

cation”. 

Europractice offers within their test so-

lution service a full qualification through

one of the test house partners. The

qualification procedure can range from

Consumer, Industry and Medical till Space qualification according to the Mil-

itary, JEDEC standards...

The qualification procedure will be dis-

cussed between Europractice, cus-

tomer and test house and a full qualifi-

cation flow will be prepared. To speed

up the procedure, most of the tests

are running in parallel. Special burn-in

boards will be developed for reliability

tests. 

Once the ASIC has been qualified, the ASIC is ready for volume production. During

the ramp-up phase, yield and process will be monitored. Once the ASIC runs into

higher volume, the test solution can be transferred to test houses in the Far East. In

that case the test boards are copied, the original test board will remain in our Euro-

pean test houses so that yield and process monitoring is still possible.

Phase IV: Qualification of the ASIC

Phase V: Volume production & test activities

Qualification requirements: 

Medical

Industrial 

Space

Consumer

Start new batch of wafers

Wafer production

Probe test

Packaging

Final test

Yield & process 
monitoring

Delivery tested 
components

Packaging

Development of 
qualification procedure

Qualification hardware 
development

Qualification software 
development

Datalog, histograms, 
CPK, CP

>

By courtesy of Microtest

By courtesy of MASER Engineering

Synthesis and layout of deep submicron chips is not

straightforward. You need a highly trained team of en-

gineers equipped with expensive state-of-the art soft-

ware tools. The chips are growing in size whereas the

technology dimensions are getting smaller. Because of

this, designers have to understand how to tackle is-

sues like: clock-skew, latencies of interacting clock do-

mains, IR-drop on the power distribution, electro-mi-

gration and signal integrity issues, handling up to 8

layers of metal in the back-end, incorporating IP blocks

in the design, on-chip variation, design for packaging,

etc.

Supporting high-level designers, EUROPRACTICE IC Ser-

vice provides a design support service starting from

RTL code or synthesized netlist. The service includes

the whole back-end design flow: virtual prototyping,

physical synthesis, deep-submicron layout, timing

analysis, simulation, ATPG, tape-out preparation, etc.

The service is equipped with state-of-the art tools from

the major vendors: the Synopsys Galaxy and Cadence

Encounter Platforms.

In the past many circuits were taped out successfully

both for in-house developed Systems-On-a-Chip as for

ASICs developed by third party design houses, re-

search institutes and universities. Many of these cir-

cuits included IP blocks like analog full custom blocks,

memory macro’s (even from different vendors), special

I/O and RTL level (soft or firm) IP.

Procedures are in place to offer standard and stag-

gered I/O configurations and configurations with bond-

ing pads equally spread over the standard-cell core, for

flip-chip application.

Some circuit complexities handled are: up to 71 million

transistors, several hundred interrelated gated clock

domains and technologies from many different vendors

down to 90nm.

EUROPRACTICE 
offers deep submicron design support service

Layout of a 3.7 million-transistor circuit featuring several memory

blocks and PLL in UMC 0.18µ CMOS (6 metal layers) – 20 mm2

(By courtesy of IMEC)

Layout of a 40 million transistor circuit featuring RAMS and other

IP in Chartered Semiconductor 0.13µ CMOS – 46.5 mm2

(By courtesy of IMEC)

When customers only need prototypes of 

their ASIC, qualification is not needed. 

However when prototypes are working cor-

rectly and the customer would like to have 

volume production it is the right time to 

think about the “product qualification”. 

Europractice offers within their test solution 

service a full qualification through one of the 

test house partners. The qualification proce-

dure can range from Consumer, Industry and 

Medical till Space qualification according to 

the Military, JEDEC standards...

The qualification procedure will be dis-

cussed between Europractice, customer and 

test house and a full qualification flow will 

be prepared. To speed up the procedure, 

most of the tests are running in parallel. 

Special burn-in boards will be developed for 

reliability tests.

Phase IV: Qualification of the ASIC

Once the ASIC has been quali-

fied, the ASIC is ready for vol-

ume production. During the 

ramp-up phase, yield and proc-

ess will be monitored. Once the 

ASIC runs into higher volume, 

the test solution can be transferred to test 

houses in the Far East. In that case the test 

boards are copied, the original test board 

will remain in our European test houses so 

that yield and process monitoring is still pos-

sible.

Phase V: Volume production & test activities

Qualification requirements: 

Medical

Industrial 

Space

Consumer

Start new batch of wafers

Wafer production

Probe test

Packaging

Final test

Yield & process 
monitoring

Delivery tested 
components

Packaging

Development of 
qualification procedure

Qualification hardware 
development

Qualification software 
development

Datalog, histograms, 
CPK, CP

>

Qualification requirements: 

Medical

Industrial 

Space

Consumer

Start new batch of wafers

Wafer production

Probe test

Packaging

Final test

Yield & process 
monitoring

Delivery tested 
components

Packaging

Development of 
qualification procedure

Qualification hardware 
development

Qualification software 
development

Datalog, histograms, 
CPK, CP

>
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Synthesis and layout of deep submicron chips is not

straightforward. You need a highly trained team of en-

gineers equipped with expensive state-of-the art soft-

ware tools. The chips are growing in size whereas the

technology dimensions are getting smaller. Because of

this, designers have to understand how to tackle is-

sues like: clock-skew, latencies of interacting clock do-

mains, IR-drop on the power distribution, electro-mi-

gration and signal integrity issues, handling up to 8

layers of metal in the back-end, incorporating IP blocks

in the design, on-chip variation, design for packaging,

etc.

Supporting high-level designers, EUROPRACTICE IC Ser-

vice provides a design support service starting from

RTL code or synthesized netlist. The service includes

the whole back-end design flow: virtual prototyping,

physical synthesis, deep-submicron layout, timing

analysis, simulation, ATPG, tape-out preparation, etc.

The service is equipped with state-of-the art tools from

the major vendors: the Synopsys Galaxy and Cadence

Encounter Platforms.

In the past many circuits were taped out successfully

both for in-house developed Systems-On-a-Chip as for

ASICs developed by third party design houses, re-

search institutes and universities. Many of these cir-

cuits included IP blocks like analog full custom blocks,

memory macro’s (even from different vendors), special

I/O and RTL level (soft or firm) IP.

Procedures are in place to offer standard and stag-

gered I/O configurations and configurations with bond-

ing pads equally spread over the standard-cell core, for

flip-chip application.

Some circuit complexities handled are: up to 71 million

transistors, several hundred interrelated gated clock

domains and technologies from many different vendors

down to 90nm.

EUROPRACTICE 
offers deep submicron design support service

Layout of a 3.7 million-transistor circuit featuring several memory

blocks and PLL in UMC 0.18µ CMOS (6 metal layers) – 20 mm2

(By courtesy of IMEC)

Layout of a 40 million transistor circuit featuring RAMS and other

IP in Chartered Semiconductor 0.13µ CMOS – 46.5 mm2

(By courtesy of IMEC)

Synthesis and layout of deep submicron chips is not 

straightforward. You need a highly trained team of en-

gineers equipped with expensive state-of-the art EDA 

tools. The chips are growing in size while the technology 

dimensions are getting smaller. Because of this, design-

ers have to understand how to tackle issues like: clock-

skew, latencies of interacting clock domains, IR-drop 

on the power distribution, electro-migration and signal 

integrity, handling many metal layers in the back-end, 

incorporating IP blocks in the design, on-chip variation, 

design for packaging, design for manufacturing, and the 

list goes on.

Supporting high-level designers on the road to tapeout, 

EUROPRACTICE IC Service provides a design support 

service starting from RTL code or synthesized netlist. 

The service supports the whole back-end design flow in-

cluding virtual prototyping,  deep-submicron layout and 

multi-mode multi-corner optimization, timing analysis, 

extraction, ATPG, tape-out preparation, etc. 

The service is equipped with state-of-the art tools from 

the major vendors (the Synopsys Galaxy Platforms and 

Cadence Digital Implementation System) and has al-

ready supported technologies from many different ven-

dors down to 40nm.

Many circuits were successfully taped out for in-house 

developed Systems-On-a-Chip as well as for ASICs de-

veloped by companies, design houses, research insti-

tutes and universities. These circuits included a.o. ana-

log full custom blocks, memory macro’s from different 

vendors, special I/O cells and RTL level (soft and firm) IP. 

Low-power techniques as well as the state-of-the art 

power format descriptions (CPF/UPF) have been intro-

duced in the design flow.  Interrelated gated clock do-

mains, power shut-off, multi supply-voltage and back-

biasing have been successfully implemented.

EUROPRACTICE 
offers deep submicron design support service

Imec’s ASIP-based digital front end enabling flexible filtering synchro-

nization and spectrum sensing (By courtesy of imec) 

A true System-On-Chip ultra-low power wireless transceiver incorporat-

ing digital, analog, RF and memory to fulfill all the necessary signal 

processing for battery powered wireless metering and sensing applica-

tions (By courtesy of imec)
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Supply Partners
IMEC is working together with several partners to 

get access to wafer fabrication, assembly and test.

Foundry partners
AMI Semiconductor (AMIS)

austriamicrosystems 

IHP

UMC

Assembly partners
ASAT

ASE 

Edgetek

HCM 

Selmic

Library partner
Virtual Silicon

Test partners
ASE

DELTA

MASER Engineering

Microtec

Microtest

Rood Technology

mini@sic prototyping conditions
for universities and research 
laboratories

In order to stimulate universities and research labora-

tories to prototype their ASIC designs, Europractice

has introduced in 2003 the concept of mini@sic.

That means that Europractice has selected several

MPW runs in different technologies on which universi-

ties and research labs can prototype very small ASIC

designs with reduced minimum prototype fee as fol-

lows :

• All MPW runs in AMIS technologies are open to the

mini@sic conditions with minimum prototyping fee

of equivalent of 1 mm2

• Selected MPW runs in selected austriamicrosystems

technologies are open to the mini@sic conditions

with minimum prototyping fee of equivalent of 4 or

5 mm2

• All MPW runs in IHP technologies are open to the

mini@sic conditions with zero minimum prototyping

fee

• Selected MPW runs in UMC 0.18µ and 0.13µ CMOS

mixed/RF technology are open to the mini@sic con-

ditions with minimum prototyping fee of equivalent

of ~ 2.3 mm2

Technologies
For 2006, EUROPRACTICE has extended its technology

portfolio. Currently customers can have access to pro-

totype and production fabrication in the following

technologies :

• AMIS 0.35µ C035M-A 5M/2P/HR

• AMIS 0.35µ C035M-D 5M/1P

• AMIS 0.35µ C035M-I3T80U 80 V - 3M & 4M

• AMIS 0.5µ C05M-A 3M/2P/HR

• AMIS 0.5µ C05M-D 3M/1P

• AMIS 0.5µ CMOS EEPROM C5F & C5N

• AMIS 0.7µ C07M-A 2M/1P/PdiffC/HR

• AMIS 0.7µ C07M-D 2M/1P

• AMIS 0.7µ C07M-I2T100 100V 2M & 3M option

• AMIS 0.7µ C07M-I2T30 30 V - 2M

• AMIS 0.7µ C07M-I2T30E 30 V - 2M

• UMC L90N Logic/Mixed-Mode/RFCMOS 1P9M lowK

• UMC L130E FSG 1P8M Cu Logic/Mixed-Mode (HS/SP/LL)

• UMC L130E FSG 1P8M Cu Mixed-Mode/RFCMOS (HS/SP/LL)

• UMC L180 CIS 2P5M + MMC (Color filter + µlens sup.) -

OPTO process 

• UMC L180 Logic GII 1P6M 1.8V/3.3V + MMC

• UMC L180 Mixed-Mode/RFCMOS 1.8V/3.3V

• UMC L250 Mixed-Mode/RFCMOS 1P5M 2.5V/3.3V

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ SiGe-BiCMOS S35 4M/4P

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS C35B3C1 3M/2P/5V IO

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS C35B4C3

4M/2P/HR/5V IO

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS CSI 3M/2P/5V IO

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS C35OPTO 4M/2P/5V IO

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS w/EEPROM C35 4M/2P

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ HV CMOS H35 50V 3M & 4M

• austriamicrosystems 0.8µ CMOS CXQ 2M/2P/HR

• austriamicrosystems 0.8µ CXZ 2M/2P/HR 50V

• IHP SG25H1 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft/Fmax=180GHz/220GHz

4M/MIM

• IHP SG25H1/H2/H3/VD with 5th thick metal option

• IHP SG25H2 0.25µ comp. SiGe:C 4M/MIM

• IHP SG25H3 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft/Fmax= 120/140GHz 4M/MIM

• IHP SGB25VD 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft=30GHz@BVCEO>7V+RF

HV-LDMOS

• IHP SGC25B 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft=120GHz/4M/MIM

Low cost IC prototyping
The cost of producing a new ASIC

for a dedicated application within

a small market can be high, if di-

rectly produced by a commercial

foundry. This is largely due to the

NRE (Non-Recurring Engineering)

overheads associated with design,

manufacturing and test.

EUROPRACTICE has reduced the

NRE, especially for ASIC prototyp-

ing, by two techniques: 

(i) Multi Project Wafer Runs or 

(ii) Multi Level Masks.

Multi Project Wafer Runs
By combining several designs from

different customers onto one mask

set and prototype run, known as

Multi Project Wafer (MPW) runs,

the high NRE costs of a mask set

is shared among the participating

customers.

this technique the available mask

area (20 mm x 20 mm field) is typ-

ically divided in four quadrants

(4L/R: four layer per reticle) where-

by each quadrant is filled with one

design layer. As an example : one

mask can contain four layers such

as nwell, poly, ndiff and active.

The total number of masks is thus

reduced by a factor of four. By

adapting the lithographical proce-

dure it is possible to use one

mask four times for the different

layers by using the appropriate

quadrants. Using this technique

the mask costs can be reduced by

about 60%.

The advantages of using MLM sin-

gle user runs are : (i) lower mask

costs, (ii) can be started any date

and not restricted to scheduled

MPW runs, (iii) single user and (iv)

customer receives minimal a few

wafers, so a few hundreds of pro-

totypes.

This technique is preferred over

MPW runs when the chip area be-

comes large and when the cus-

tomer wants to get a higher num-

ber of prototypes or preserie.

When the prototypes are success-

ful, this mask set can be used

under certain conditions for low

volume production. 

This technique is only

available for technologies

from AMI Semiconductor

and IHP.

Fabrication of prototypes can thus

be as low as 5% to 10% of the

cost of a full prototyping wafer

run. A limited number of tested or

untested ASIC prototypes, typically

20-50, are delivered to the cus-

tomer for evaluation, either as

naked dies or as encapsulated de-

vices. Only prototypes from fully

qualified wafers are taken to en-

sure that the chips delivered will

function “right first time”.

In order to achieve this, extensive

Design Rule and Electrical Rule

Checkings are performed on all

designs submitted to the Service.

EUROPRACTICE is organising about

130 MPW runs per year in various

technologies. 

Multi Level Mask 
Single User Runs
Another technique to reduce the

high mask costs is called Multi

Level Mask (MLM). With

By courtesy of IMEC

The cost of producing a new ASIC for 

a dedicated application within a small 

market can be high, if directly pro-

duced by a commercial foundry. This is 

largely due to the  NRE (Non-Recurring 

Engineering) overheads associated 

with design, manufacturing and test.

EUROPRACTICE has reduced the 

NRE, especially for ASIC prototyping, 

by two techniques: 

 (i) Multi Project Wafer Runs or 

 (ii) Multi Level Masks.

Multi Project Wafer Runs
By combining several designs from 

different customers onto one mask 

set and prototype run, known as Mul-

ti Project Wafer (MPW) runs, the high 

NRE costs of a mask set is shared 

among the participating customers.

Fabrication of prototypes can thus 

be as low as 5% to 10% of the cost 

of a full prototyping wafer run. A lim-

ited number of tested or untested 

ASIC prototypes, typically 20-50, are 

delivered to the customer for evalu-

ation, either as naked dies or as en-

capsulated devices. Only prototypes 

from fully qualified wafers are taken 

to ensure that the chips delivered 

will function “right first time”.

In order to achieve this, extensive 

Design Rule and Electrical Rule 

Checkings are performed on all de-

signs submitted to the Service.

EUROPRACTICE is organising about 

200 MPW runs per year in various 

technologies. 

Multi Level Mask 
Single User Runs
Another technique to reduce the 

high mask costs is called Multi Level 

Mask (MLM). With this technique 

the available mask area (20 mm x 20 

mm field) is typically divided in four 

quadrants (4L/R : four layer per reti-

cle) whereby each quadrant is filled 

with one design layer. As an example 

: one mask can contain four layers 

such as nwell, poly, ndiff and active. 

The total number of masks is thus 

reduced by a factor of four. By adapt-

ing the lithographical procedure it is 

possible to use one mask four times 

for the different layers by using the 

appropriate quadrants. Using this 

technique the mask costs can be re-

duced by about 60%.

The advantages of using MLM single 

user runs are : (i) lower mask costs, 

(ii) can be started any date and not 

restricted to scheduled MPW runs, 

(iii) single user and (iv) customer re-

ceives minimal a few wafers, so a few 

hundreds of prototypes.

This technique is preferred over MPW 

runs when the chip area becomes 

large and when the customer wants 

to get a higher number of prototypes 

or preserie. When the prototypes 

are successful, this mask set can be 

used under certain conditions for low 

volume production. 

This technique is only avail-

able for technologies from 

ON Semiconductor, IHP, 

LFoundry and TSMC.

Low cost IC prototyping
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Supply Partners
IMEC is working together with several partners to 

get access to wafer fabrication, assembly and test.

Foundry partners
AMI Semiconductor (AMIS)

austriamicrosystems 

IHP

UMC

Assembly partners
ASAT

ASE 

Edgetek

HCM 

Selmic

Library partner
Virtual Silicon

Test partners
ASE

DELTA

MASER Engineering

Microtec

Microtest

Rood Technology

mini@sic prototyping conditions
for universities and research 
laboratories

In order to stimulate universities and research labora-

tories to prototype their ASIC designs, Europractice

has introduced in 2003 the concept of mini@sic.

That means that Europractice has selected several

MPW runs in different technologies on which universi-

ties and research labs can prototype very small ASIC

designs with reduced minimum prototype fee as fol-

lows :

• All MPW runs in AMIS technologies are open to the

mini@sic conditions with minimum prototyping fee

of equivalent of 1 mm2

• Selected MPW runs in selected austriamicrosystems

technologies are open to the mini@sic conditions

with minimum prototyping fee of equivalent of 4 or

5 mm2

• All MPW runs in IHP technologies are open to the

mini@sic conditions with zero minimum prototyping

fee

• Selected MPW runs in UMC 0.18µ and 0.13µ CMOS

mixed/RF technology are open to the mini@sic con-

ditions with minimum prototyping fee of equivalent

of ~ 2.3 mm2

Technologies
For 2006, EUROPRACTICE has extended its technology

portfolio. Currently customers can have access to pro-

totype and production fabrication in the following

technologies :

• AMIS 0.35µ C035M-A 5M/2P/HR

• AMIS 0.35µ C035M-D 5M/1P

• AMIS 0.35µ C035M-I3T80U 80 V - 3M & 4M

• AMIS 0.5µ C05M-A 3M/2P/HR

• AMIS 0.5µ C05M-D 3M/1P

• AMIS 0.5µ CMOS EEPROM C5F & C5N

• AMIS 0.7µ C07M-A 2M/1P/PdiffC/HR

• AMIS 0.7µ C07M-D 2M/1P

• AMIS 0.7µ C07M-I2T100 100V 2M & 3M option

• AMIS 0.7µ C07M-I2T30 30 V - 2M

• AMIS 0.7µ C07M-I2T30E 30 V - 2M

• UMC L90N Logic/Mixed-Mode/RFCMOS 1P9M lowK

• UMC L130E FSG 1P8M Cu Logic/Mixed-Mode (HS/SP/LL)

• UMC L130E FSG 1P8M Cu Mixed-Mode/RFCMOS (HS/SP/LL)

• UMC L180 CIS 2P5M + MMC (Color filter + µlens sup.) -

OPTO process 

• UMC L180 Logic GII 1P6M 1.8V/3.3V + MMC

• UMC L180 Mixed-Mode/RFCMOS 1.8V/3.3V

• UMC L250 Mixed-Mode/RFCMOS 1P5M 2.5V/3.3V

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ SiGe-BiCMOS S35 4M/4P

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS C35B3C1 3M/2P/5V IO

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS C35B4C3

4M/2P/HR/5V IO

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS CSI 3M/2P/5V IO

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS C35OPTO 4M/2P/5V IO

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS w/EEPROM C35 4M/2P

• austriamicrosystems 0.35µ HV CMOS H35 50V 3M & 4M

• austriamicrosystems 0.8µ CMOS CXQ 2M/2P/HR

• austriamicrosystems 0.8µ CXZ 2M/2P/HR 50V

• IHP SG25H1 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft/Fmax=180GHz/220GHz

4M/MIM

• IHP SG25H1/H2/H3/VD with 5th thick metal option

• IHP SG25H2 0.25µ comp. SiGe:C 4M/MIM

• IHP SG25H3 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft/Fmax= 120/140GHz 4M/MIM

• IHP SGB25VD 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft=30GHz@BVCEO>7V+RF

HV-LDMOS

• IHP SGC25B 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft=120GHz/4M/MIM

Low cost IC prototyping
The cost of producing a new ASIC

for a dedicated application within

a small market can be high, if di-

rectly produced by a commercial

foundry. This is largely due to the

NRE (Non-Recurring Engineering)

overheads associated with design,

manufacturing and test.

EUROPRACTICE has reduced the

NRE, especially for ASIC prototyp-

ing, by two techniques: 

(i) Multi Project Wafer Runs or 

(ii) Multi Level Masks.

Multi Project Wafer Runs
By combining several designs from

different customers onto one mask

set and prototype run, known as

Multi Project Wafer (MPW) runs,

the high NRE costs of a mask set

is shared among the participating

customers.

this technique the available mask

area (20 mm x 20 mm field) is typ-

ically divided in four quadrants

(4L/R: four layer per reticle) where-

by each quadrant is filled with one

design layer. As an example : one

mask can contain four layers such

as nwell, poly, ndiff and active.

The total number of masks is thus

reduced by a factor of four. By

adapting the lithographical proce-

dure it is possible to use one

mask four times for the different

layers by using the appropriate

quadrants. Using this technique

the mask costs can be reduced by

about 60%.

The advantages of using MLM sin-

gle user runs are : (i) lower mask

costs, (ii) can be started any date

and not restricted to scheduled

MPW runs, (iii) single user and (iv)

customer receives minimal a few

wafers, so a few hundreds of pro-

totypes.

This technique is preferred over

MPW runs when the chip area be-

comes large and when the cus-

tomer wants to get a higher num-

ber of prototypes or preserie.

When the prototypes are success-

ful, this mask set can be used

under certain conditions for low

volume production. 

This technique is only

available for technologies

from AMI Semiconductor

and IHP.

Fabrication of prototypes can thus

be as low as 5% to 10% of the

cost of a full prototyping wafer

run. A limited number of tested or

untested ASIC prototypes, typically

20-50, are delivered to the cus-

tomer for evaluation, either as

naked dies or as encapsulated de-

vices. Only prototypes from fully

qualified wafers are taken to en-

sure that the chips delivered will

function “right first time”.

In order to achieve this, extensive

Design Rule and Electrical Rule

Checkings are performed on all

designs submitted to the Service.

EUROPRACTICE is organising about

130 MPW runs per year in various

technologies. 

Multi Level Mask 
Single User Runs
Another technique to reduce the

high mask costs is called Multi

Level Mask (MLM). With

By courtesy of IMEC

Technologies
For 2011, EUROPRACTICE has extended its technology portfolio. 
Currently customers can have access to prototype and production fabrication  
in the following technologies :
•	ON Semi 0.7µ C07M-D 2M/1P & ON Semi 0.7µ C07M-A 2M/1P/PdiffC/HR
•	ON Semi 0.5µ C05M-D 3M/1P & ON Semi 0.5µ C05M-A 3M/2P/HR
•	ON Semi 0.5µ CMOS EEPROM C5F & C5N 
•	ON Semi 0.35µ C035M-D 5M/1P & ON Semi 0.35µ C035M-A 5M/2P/HR
•	ON Semi 0.35µ C035U 4M (3M & 5M optional)
•	ON Semi 0.7µ C07M-I2T100 100 V - 2M & 3M options
•	ON Semi 0.7µ C07M-I2T30 & I2T30E 30 V - 2M
•	ON Semi 0.35µ C035 - I3T80U 80 V 4M - 3M optional (5M on special request)
•	ON Semi 0.35µ C035 - I3T50 50 V 4M - 3M optional (5M on special request)
•	ON Semi 0.35µ C035 - I3T25 3.3/25 V 4M (3M & 5M optional)
•	austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS C35B3C3 3M/2P/HR/5V IO
•	austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS C35B4C3 4M/2P/HR/5V IO
•	austriamicrosystems 0.35µ CMOS C35OPTO 4M/2P/5V IO
•	austriamicrosystems 0.35µ HV CMOS H35 50V 3M & 4M
•	austriamicrosystems 0.35µ SiGe-BiCMOS S35 4M/4P
•	austriamicrosystems 0.18µ CMOS C18 6M/1P/MIM
•	austriamicrosystems 0.18µ HV CMOS H18 50V 4M/MIM
•	IHP SGB25V 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft=75GHz@BVCEO>2.4V Ft=30GHz@BVCEO>7V 5M
•	IHP SGB25V GD 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft=75GHz@BVCEO 2.4V + RF HV-LDMOS GOD-Module 22V
•	IHP SG25H1 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft/Fmax=190GHz/220GHz 5M/MIM
•	IHP SG25H1 + 80 V LDMOS 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft/Fmax=190GHz/220GHz 5M/MIM
•	IHP SG25H3P 0.25µ Complementary SiGe:C Ft/Fmax (npn)120/180GHz / 

(pnp)90/120GHz 5M/MIM
•	IHP SG25H3 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft/Fmax= 120/180GHz 5M/MIM
•	IHP SG25H3 + 80 V LDMOS 0.25µ SiGe:C Ft/Fmax= 120/180GHz 5M/MIM
•	IHP SG13G2 SiGe:C Bipolar/Analog Fmax= 400GHz 5M/MIM
•	IHP SG13S SiGe:C Bipolar/Analog/CMOS Ft/Fmax= 250/300GHz 7M/MIM
•	IHP SG13C SiGe:C CMOS 7M/MIM
•	Lfoundry LF150 0.15µ CMOS MS Standard & Low Leakage 1P6M 1.8V/3.3V/5V
•	Lfoundry LF150 0.15µ CMOS RF Standard & Low Leakage 1P6M + Thick Metal 1.8V/3.3V MIM
•	Lfoundry LF150 0.15µ CMOS LDMOS 1P4M 1.8V/3.3V RFLD HVLD MIM
•	Lfoundry LF150 0.15µ CMOS OPTO Standard & Low Leakage 1P4M 1.8V/3.3V/5V 

Photo-Diode
•	TSMC 0.25µ CMOS General LOGIC, MS OR MS RF
•	TSMC 0.18µ CMOS General LOGIC, MS OR MS RF (MIM: 1.0 or 2.0 fFum2 / UTM: 20kÅ)
•	TSMC 0.13µ CMOS General LOGIC, MS or MS RF (8-inch)
•	TSMC 0.13µ CMOS General LOGIC, MS or MS RF (12-inch)
•	TSMC 90nm CMOS General or LP Logic, MS or MS/RF (12-inch)
•	TSMC 65nm CMOS General or Low Power MS/RF (12-inch)
•	TSMC 40nm CMOS General or Low Power MS/RF (12-inch)
•	UMC L180 Logic GII - 1P6M - 1.8V/3.3V
•	UMC L180 Mixed-Mode/RF - 1P6M - 1.8V/3.3V
•	UMC L180 Low Leakage 1P6M - 1.8V/3.3V
•	UMC L180 CIS 2P4M – Conventional diode
•	UMC L180 CIS 2P4M – Ultra diode
•	UMC L130 Logic - 1P8M2T - 1.2V/3.3V
•	UMC L130 Mixed-Mode/RF - 1P8M2T - 1.2V/3.3V
•	UMC L90N Logic or Mixed-Mode/RF - 1P9M2T1F - 1.0V/2.5V
•	UMC L65N Logic/Mixed-Mode LL 1P10M 1.2V/2.5V
•	UMC L65N LOGIC/MIXED-MODE65N - SP - 1P10M - 1.0V,1.1V/2.5V
•	UMC L65N LOGIC/MIXED-MODE65N/RF - LL - 1P9M1T1F1U- 1.2V/2.5V
•	TRONICS MEMSOI
•	MEMSCAP MetalMUMPs
•	MEMSCAP PolyMUMPs
•	MEMSCAP SOIMUMPs
•	imec CMORE SiGeMEMS/0.18u TSMC CMOS
•	MEMSCAP SOIMUMPS

Supply Partners
Europractice is working together with several 
partners to get access to wafer fabrication, 
assembly and test.

Foundry partners
austriamicrosystems 
IHP
LFoundry
ON Semi (AMIS)
TSMC
UMC

Assembly partners
ASE 
HCM 
Systrel
Unisem

Library partners
Faraday
ARM-ARTISAN 

Test partners
ASE
DELTA 
MASER Engineering 
Microtest
Rood Technology

mini@sic  
prototyping  
conditions 
for universities and  
research laboratories

Prototyping costs have been increasing with 
scaled technologies due to high mask costs. 
Even on MPW runs with shared costs, the 
minimum prototyping fee (corresponding to 
a minimum chip area) is high for advanced 
technologies such as 90 and 65nm.

In order to stimulate universities and re-
search institutes to prototype small ASIC 
designs, Europractice has introduced in 
2003 the concept of mini@sic.

That means that Europractice has selected 
several MPW runs on selected technologies 
on which universities and research insti-
tutes have the opportunity to prototype very 
small ASIC designs at a highly reduced mini-
mum prototype fee. The minimum charged 
chip area is highly reduced.

Through the mini@sic concept, the price is 
reduced considerably. For the most advanced 
technologies however, the prototyping fee 
is further reduced through extra funding 
by the European Commission through the 
Europractice project (only for European 
universities and research institutes).
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Europractice-online
http://www.europractice-online.be

In 2003 Europractice introduced “Europractice-online”,

a platform for information exchange. This platform is

hosted by IMEC’s Microelectronics Training Center.

Users can register to access information available on

Europractice-online. The information that is available is

grouped per technology and contains:

• Public information

• Confidential information in ‘closed’ domains, accessi-

ble after signature of Non-Disclosure Agreement or

Design Kit License Agreement

• News flashes

• Frequently Asked Questions

• Mailing lists

The user can personalize the mailing lists in such a way that he is automatically informed by e-mail whenever a

new document is posted, news is posted, FAQ is posted, etc. The user can choose for which technologies he will

be notified. As such managers can select to be informed on latest news, whereas designers can ask to be notified

on all new items for a specific technology.

WEB site
http://www.europractice.imec.be

The Europractice IC Service web site provides full infor-

mation such as:

• Technologies

• Specification sheets

• Available and supported cell libraries and design kits

• MPW runs

• MPW prices

• Small volume possibilities

• Deep submicron netlist-to-layout service

• Procedures for registration of designs for prototyping

• Etc.

Europractice offers full test solution
Electrical Test
• Electrical test of Analog, Digital, Mixed ASIC’s

• Single and Multi-site test

• Wafer test under cleanroom class 1000 up to 8” wafers

• Yield and process monitoring

• Final test on each type of package 

Reliability and qualification test
The product can be qualified according to the military standards for:

• Space qualification

• Medical qualification

• Industrial qualification

• Consumer qualification

Burn-in and life test
• Static and dynamic burn-in

• Max clockfreq up to 40 MHz

• HTOL

Additional services
• Laser marking

• Dry pack and Vacuum seal

• Barcode labelling

Failure analysis
• Decapsulation of plastic packages

• SEM, SAM, X-ray, EMI imaging

• Optical Microscopy

• Plasma Etching

• Probe Bench & Curve Tracer

• Multilayer boards (up to 12 layers)

• Stud probing, V-probes

• Characterisation: Cp and Cpk datalog

2. Package Reliability 

• Temperature Cycle Test (TCT)

• Temperature Humidity Bias (THB)

• High Accelerated Stress Testing (HAST)

• Pressure Cooker Test (PCT)

• Gross/Fine Leakage Test

• PIND

• Vibration, centrifuge, solderability

• Moisture level qualification

• Bondpull and die shear

1. Qualification 

• Visual Inspection

• High Temperature Operating Life test (HTOL)

• Low Temperature Operating Life test (LTOL)

• High Temperature Bias (HTB)

• Latch-up test

• ESD HBM, CDM

Design kits 
Designers need the necessary infor-

mation (design rules, electrical parame-

ters, cell library, etc.) of the chosen tech-

nology before they can start the design phase.

All this information is put together by the foundry in the

so-called ‘design kit’. EUROPRACTICE distributes more

than 55 different design kits and cell libraries of the sup-

ported technologies for most popular CAD tools (Cadence,

Mentor Graphics, Synopsys, Tanner, etc.) on CD-ROM. 

Customers can have a copy of the CD-ROM with the cell li-

braries & design kits by signing a Non-Disclosure or De-

sign Kit License Agreement with EUROPRACTICE.

Electrical Test
•	 Electrical	test	of	Analog,	Digital,	Mixed	ASIC’s

•	 Single	and	Multi-site	test

•	Wafer	test	under	cleanroom	class	1000	up	to	12”	wafers

•	 Yield	and	process	monitoring

•	 Final	test	on	each	type	of	package	

•	Multilayer	boards	(up	to	12	layers)

•	 Stud	probing,	V-probes

•	 Characterisation:	Cp	and	Cpk	datalog

Reliability and qualification test
The product can be qualified according to 

the military standards for:

•	 Space	qualification

•	Medical	qualification

•	 Industrial	qualification

•	 Consumer	qualification

1. Qualification 

•	Visual	Inspection

•	High	Temperature	Operating	Life	test	(HTOL)

•	Low	Temperature	Operating	Life	test	(LTOL)

•	High	Temperature	Bias	(HTB)

•	Latch-up	test

•	ESD	HBM,	CDM

2. Package Reliability 

•	 Temperature	Cycle	Test	(TCT)

•	 Temperature	Humidity	Bias	(THB)

•	 High	Accelerated	Stress	Testing	(HAST)

•	 Pressure	Cooker	Test	(PCT)

•	 Gross/Fine	Leakage	Test

•	 PIND

•	 Vibration,	centrifuge,	solderability

•	 Moisture	level	qualification

•	 Bondpull	and	die	shear

Burn-in and life test
•	 Static	and	dynamic	burn-in

•	Max	clockfreq	up	to	40	MHz

•	 HTOL

Europractice offers full test solution

Additional services
•	 Laser	marking

•	 Dry	pack	and	Vacuum	seal

•	 Barcode	labelling

Failure analysis
•	 Decapsulation	of	plastic	packages

•	 SEM,	SAM,	X-ray,	EMI	imaging

•	Optical	Microscopy

•	 Plasma	Etching

•	 Probe	Bench	&	Curve	Tracer

Design kits 

Designers need the necessary information 

(design rules, electrical parameters, cell li-

brary, etc.) of the chosen technology before 

they can start the design phase. 

All this information is put together by the 

foundry in the so-called ‘design kit’. 

EUROPRACTICE distributes more than 55 

different design kits and cell libraries of the 

supported technologies for most popular 

CAD tools (Cadence, Mentor Graphics, Syn-

opsys, Tanner, etc.) through FTP.
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Europractice-online
http://www.europractice-online.be

In 2003 Europractice introduced “Europractice-online”,

a platform for information exchange. This platform is

hosted by IMEC’s Microelectronics Training Center.

Users can register to access information available on

Europractice-online. The information that is available is

grouped per technology and contains:

• Public information

• Confidential information in ‘closed’ domains, accessi-

ble after signature of Non-Disclosure Agreement or

Design Kit License Agreement

• News flashes

• Frequently Asked Questions

• Mailing lists

The user can personalize the mailing lists in such a way that he is automatically informed by e-mail whenever a

new document is posted, news is posted, FAQ is posted, etc. The user can choose for which technologies he will

be notified. As such managers can select to be informed on latest news, whereas designers can ask to be notified

on all new items for a specific technology.

WEB site
http://www.europractice.imec.be

The Europractice IC Service web site provides full infor-

mation such as:

• Technologies

• Specification sheets

• Available and supported cell libraries and design kits

• MPW runs

• MPW prices

• Small volume possibilities

• Deep submicron netlist-to-layout service

• Procedures for registration of designs for prototyping

• Etc.

Europractice offers full test solution
Electrical Test
• Electrical test of Analog, Digital, Mixed ASIC’s

• Single and Multi-site test

• Wafer test under cleanroom class 1000 up to 8” wafers

• Yield and process monitoring

• Final test on each type of package 

Reliability and qualification test
The product can be qualified according to the military standards for:

• Space qualification

• Medical qualification

• Industrial qualification

• Consumer qualification

Burn-in and life test
• Static and dynamic burn-in

• Max clockfreq up to 40 MHz

• HTOL

Additional services
• Laser marking

• Dry pack and Vacuum seal

• Barcode labelling

Failure analysis
• Decapsulation of plastic packages

• SEM, SAM, X-ray, EMI imaging

• Optical Microscopy

• Plasma Etching

• Probe Bench & Curve Tracer

• Multilayer boards (up to 12 layers)

• Stud probing, V-probes

• Characterisation: Cp and Cpk datalog

2. Package Reliability 

• Temperature Cycle Test (TCT)

• Temperature Humidity Bias (THB)

• High Accelerated Stress Testing (HAST)

• Pressure Cooker Test (PCT)

• Gross/Fine Leakage Test

• PIND

• Vibration, centrifuge, solderability

• Moisture level qualification

• Bondpull and die shear

1. Qualification 

• Visual Inspection

• High Temperature Operating Life test (HTOL)

• Low Temperature Operating Life test (LTOL)

• High Temperature Bias (HTB)

• Latch-up test

• ESD HBM, CDM

Design kits 
Designers need the necessary infor-

mation (design rules, electrical parame-

ters, cell library, etc.) of the chosen tech-

nology before they can start the design phase.

All this information is put together by the foundry in the

so-called ‘design kit’. EUROPRACTICE distributes more

than 55 different design kits and cell libraries of the sup-

ported technologies for most popular CAD tools (Cadence,

Mentor Graphics, Synopsys, Tanner, etc.) on CD-ROM. 

Customers can have a copy of the CD-ROM with the cell li-

braries & design kits by signing a Non-Disclosure or De-

sign Kit License Agreement with EUROPRACTICE.

WEB site
 http://www.europractice-ic.com

The Europractice web site for IC prototyping has 

been totally renewed and provides full informa-

tion such as:

•	 Technologies

•	 Specification	sheets

•	 Available	and	supported	cell	libraries	and	

design kits

•	MPW	runs

•	MPW	prices

•	 Small	volume	possibilities

•	 Deep	submicron	netlist-to-layout	service

•	 Procedures	for	registration	of	designs	for	

prototyping

•	 Etc.

Europractice-online
 http://www.europractice-online.be

In 2003 Europractice introduced “Europractice-

online”, a platform for information exchange. This 

platform is hosted by imec’s Microelectronics 

Training Center.

Users can register to access information available 

on Europractice-online. The information that is avail-

able is grouped per technology and contains:

•	Public	information

•	Confidential	information	in	‘closed’	domains, 

accessible after signature of Non-Disclosure Agreement or Design Kit License Agreement

•	News	flashes

•	Frequently	Asked	Questions

•	Mailing	lists

The user can personalize the mailing lists in such a way that he is automatically informed by e-mail whenever a new 

document is posted, news is posted, FAQ is posted, etc. The user can choose for which technologies he will be notified. 

As such managers can select to be informed on latest news, whereas designers can ask to be notified on all new items 

for a specific technology.
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Results
MPW prototyping 
service

ASICs prototyped on MPW runs
In 2005, a total of 450 ASICs have

been prototyped. Whereas the num-

ber of designs on MPW runs have

been decreased over the last years,

we are very much pleased to see an

increase again in 2004 and 2005,

as well as for designs from Euro-

pean universities, research insti-

tutes as from industry.

69% of the designs are sent in by

European universities and research

laboratories while the remaining

31% of the designs is being sent in

by non-European universities and

companies world-wide.

Geometry mix
Year over year we see a shift to-

wards newest technologies. Also in
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Industry + non-European univ/research 140 159 155 115 128 138
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Europractice Academic 313 281 237 200 234 243
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Industry + non- European univ/research 

31%

Europractice Research

15%

Europractice Academic
54%

MWP designs in 2005

2005 the same trend is shown. The

majority of the designs is now

being done in 0.35µ and below

(77%) while a few years ago the

majority of the designs was still

done in 0.7/0.8µ.

mini@sic
Very encouraging is the fact that the

mini@sic concept was accepted

very well by universities in 2005

with 139 designs prototyped (90 in

2004, 54 in 2003). This is a big in-

crease and confirms that reducing

the prototyping cost for education

helps to stimulate universities to be

more active in ASIC design.

Interesting to see is that under the

mini@sic conditions, the more ad-

vanced technologies are even more

used (due to the drastic price re-

duction).

ASICs prototyped on MPW runs
In 2010, a total of 533 ASICs have 

been prototyped. Whereas the 

number of designs on MPW runs 

have been decreased over the last 

years, we are very much pleased to 

see a consolidation in 2010.

79% of the designs are sent in by 

European universities and research 

laboratories while the remaining 

21% of the designs is being sent in 

by non-European universities and 

companies world-wide.

Geometry mix
Year over year we see a shift towards 

newest technologies. Also in 2010 

the same trend is shown. The major-

ity of the designs is still being done 

in 0.35μ and below while a few years 

ago the majority of the designs was 
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113

83

337
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Results

MPW prototyping 
service

still done in 0.7/0.8μ. The number of 

designs in 0.35μ is stable while the 

number of designs in 0.25μ tech-

nologies and beyond is increasing. 

Especially the take-up of 90nm tech-

nology is remarkable.

mini@sic
Very encouraging is the fact that 

the mini@sic concept was accepted 

very well by universities in 2010 with  

350 designs prototyped (306 in 2009).

MPW designs in 2010

Industry + non-European univ/research 21% 

Europractice Research 16% Europractice Academic 63%
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0.35 48%

0.5/0.6 3%

0.7/0.8 20%

0.13 3%

0.18 20%

0.25 6%

0.18 33%

0.13 7%
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MWP designs: technology used: 2005

MWP designs: technology used: 2004
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Small volume projects

More and more customers are us-

ing the COT (Customer Own Tool-

ing) model when they need vol-

ume production. Through this COT 

model they have full control about 

every aspect of the total design and 

production flow. Large customers 

with sufficient ASIC starts and vol-

ume production can invest in the 

COT model as it requires a consid-

erable knowledge and experience 

about all aspects such as librar-

ies, design kits, transistor models, 

testing, packaging, yield, etc. For 

smaller customers the COT model is 

very attractive but very difficult due 

to the lack of experience. For those 

customers EUROPRACTICE offers 

the solution by guiding the custom-

ers through the full production flow 

applying the COT model. EURO-

PRACTICE helps you with technical 

assistance in the selection of the 

right package, setting up the test 

solution, yield analysis, qualifica-

tion, etc.

 

Through EUROPRACTICE you can 

also experience the benefits of the 

COT model.

0.35µ 2120.25µ 35
0.18...0.15µ 135

0.13µ 45
90nm 68

65nm 7
0.8...0.5µ 19MEMS 12

MPW designs in 2010: technology node and number of designs

Geometry mix
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EUROPRACTICE is offering its services world-wide

EUROPRACTICE has offered since 1996 its low cost ASIC MPW

prototyping services to customers from 48 countries world-

wide. As the service is based in Europe, the majority of the

designs come from European customers. But the interest

from non-European countries is growing fast.
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Europractice MPW prototypes in 2010

533 designs being submitted from customers from  

37 countries. Traditionally a strong activity in all Euro-

pean countries.  We notice an increase interest in the 

Europractice service from customers from countries like 

USA and India.
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Total designs

EUROPRACTICE has offered since 1996 its low cost ASIC MPW prototyping 

services to customers from 51 countries worldwide. As the service is based 

in Europe, the majority of the designs come from European customers. But 

the interest from non-European countries is growing fast. 
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Examples of ASIC projects

Space DCDC: Integrated DC-DC Controller for 
Space Applications
Instituto de Telecomunicações, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, Portugal

Contact: Jorge Guilherme

E-mail: Jorge.guilherme@ipt.pt

Technology: Austriamicrosystems 0.35mm CMOS C35B4C3 4M/2P/HR/5V IO

Die size: 1480 x 1890 mm2

austria- 
microsystems

Fig.2 – Controller Block diagram.Fig.1 – Switch mode DCDC forward converter.

Description
This work presents the design, fabri-

cation and demonstration of a novel 

DC-DC control IC suitable for space 

applications, in the AMS 0.35mm 

CMOS technology. This solution mini-

mizes the number of external compo-

nents by lowering the need to qualify 

several different components. The 

circuit includes all the control circuit-

ry necessary for a DC-DC converter, 

and allow the use of voltage or cur-

rent mode control and current limitation. The IC architecture permits the use of 

synchronous rectification and independent control of each output voltages (in 

the case of multiple outputs). The controller was implemented with only one 

output to be used in forward or flyback topologies, and maintain galvanic iso-

lation between input and output as required by space equipment standards. 

The power device is external to allow the use of normal supply voltage busses 

of 28V and 50V. This circuit was implemented in a CMOS technology using 

enclosed layout transistors (ELT) and careful placed guard rings together with 

tolerant circuit techniques to achieve the radiation hardening target of up to 

50krads and 40Mev. 

Why use Europractice?
The chip was designed in the context of a Masters’ dissertation and fabricated 

within the europractice consortium through the mini@sic program. This 

program was chosen due to the provided convenient time scheduling and 

fabrication costs.
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Microdisplay technology in standard CMOS
Carl and Emily Fuchs Institute for Microelectronics, University of Pretoria, South Africa

Contact: Jannes Venter, Prof Monuko du Plessis

E-mail: jannes.venter@up.ac.za

Technology: austriamicrosystems 0.35 μm CMOS process, C35B4C3

Die size: 4.3 x 2.8 ≈ 12 mm2

Introduction
The ability to generate light from silicon presents numerous potentially valuable 

opportunities at seemingly competitive prices. Silicon, however, is a poor light 

emitting material due to its indirect bandgap nature. The focus of the research 

group at the Carl & Emily Fuchs Institute for Microelectronics at the University of 

Pretoria in South Africa includes investigating ways of light emission from stand-

ard CMOS devices through avalanche electroluminescence as well as utilising 

techniques aimed at improving the quantum and power efficiency of these light 

emitters. In order to demonstrate the practical application of this technology, the 

group created a dot matrix microdisplay in a standard CMOS process without 

post-processing, visibly observable without any external image intensification.

Description
The project objective was to create a microdisplay in a standard CMOS proc-

ess, without post-processing, including the required driver circuitry integrated 

into one die. The active pixels consist of an array of optimised silicon light 

sources, herein referred to as point sources, based on avalanche electrolu-

minescence. Each pixel consists of 30 point sources along with the required 

analogue driver circuitry. The prototype display area comprises 8 rows and 64 

columns of pixels, allowing up to 512 addressable active elements. The scan-

ning methodology implemented allows activating a single column at a time, 

while the individual pixels within the column can be energised on each such 

scan. An on-chip digital scheme allows the selection of columns and active 

pixels within the specific column. Being a prototype, no further complexity 

was added on chip and the device is driven externally by a microprocessor and 

peripheral circuitry for displaying a library of pre-programmed characters and 

graphics. This functionality can easily be integrated on-chip and also designed 

to adhere to specific display input standards. A number of unique techniques 

had to be developed to allow switching of the point sources as avalanche 

breakdown occurs at voltage levels higher than the typical active devices in 

the process can accommodate. One advantage of the display is that it now 

becomes possible to integrate customer-specific logic alongside a display all 

on one die, although the emission intensity remains relatively low. This has 

potential as low cost display technology in niche applications. Additional ad-

vantages over existing microdisplay technologies are the potential increase in 

operating temperature range and extremely fast refresh rates as the intrinsic 

bandwidth of the point sources are well into the GHz range.

Why we use Europractice
Europractice allows us to participate 

in developing circuits on advanced 

platforms in a cost efficient manner, 

which might otherwise have been 

too expensive for a university in a de-

veloping country to do. This enabling 

service therefore allows us to remain 

technically world class, reduces the 

time associated with our research 

and development cycles and allows 

expansion in terms of our research 

portfolio and opportunities.

Acknowledgements
This project was funded by INSiAVA 

(Pty) Ltd, a start-up technology ven-

ture of the University of Pretoria 

(http://www.insiava.com)
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Venter, P. J., Bogalecki, A. W., du Plessis, M., et al. “CMOS dot 

matrix microdisplay,” Presented at SPIE Photonics West, 2010.
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Current Mode Low Noise Asic With Active 
Cooled Termination For The Upgrade Of The 
Front End Electronics Of The Lhcb Calorimeter
Universitat de Barcelona (UB), Institut de Ciencies del Cosmos 
(ICC-UB), Dept. ECM, Marti Franques 1, 08028 Barcelona, Spain

Contact: David Gascon, Eduardo Picatoste and Andreu Sanuy, on behalf of 

the LHCb collaboration 

E-mail: gascon@ecm.ub.es

Technology: AMS 0.35 μm SiGe BiCMOS

Die size: 1.5 x 1.3 mm2

Application
LHCb [1] is one of four large experi-

ments of the Large Hadron Collider 

(LHC) based at the CERN laboratory 

near Geneva. The LHCb experiment 
(Figure 1) has already been taking data at 

its nominal design luminosity by the 

end of 2010. According to the current 

LHC machine run plan, during the fol-

lowing 5 years, LHCb expects to col-

lect an integrated luminosity which 

will largely cover its proposed physics 

program. However, in order to distin-

guish among models of new physics 

at least ten times much integrated lu-

minosity must be accumulated, thus a 

large increase in data rate is needed. 

LHCb collaboration intends to up-

grade the detector during the planned 

long LHC shutdown in 2016 to operate 

at higher luminosities.

We consider here the RD work for 

the upgrade of the front end elec-

tronics of the calorimeter subdetec-

tors. The analogue signal process-

ing in the present ECAL Front End 

(FE) board [2] is mostly performed by 

a shaper ASIC that integrates the 

photomultiplier (PMT) pulse, which 

has been clipped at the PMT base. 

The PMT is located at the detector; 

the signal is transmitted through 

a 12m 50Ω coaxial cable to the FE 

board located in the crates at the 

calorimeter platform.

The PMT gain has to be decreased by 

a factor 5 in order to tolerate the in-

crease in luminosity, and avoid age-

ing problems. Therefore, the pream-

plifier input equivalent noise must 

be decreased accordingly. Detailed 

noise analysis shows that total input 

referred noise voltage of the front 

should be smaller than 1nV/√Hz. 

This requirement includes any noise 

source, so a 50Ω termination resistor 

is not acceptable. An ASIC develop-

ment was proposed because the FE 

board has 32 channels and a transis-

tor level approach was required for 

any active termination scheme.

Description
The proposed implementation of the 

ASIC for the calorimeter electronics 

upgrade is based on a combination 

of two basic ideas:

A “super common base” input stage 

creates the electronically cooled ter-

mination similar to the one used in 

the ATLAS LAr calorimeter preamplifier 

[3],[4]. Nevertheless, we have designed a 

novel current mode scheme, which is 

tested in the chip discussed here.

Two alternated switched signal paths 

are used to integrate and sample the 

input current with no dead time, as in 

the Preshower front end ASIC [2]. 

As depicted in Figure 2, the input current 

is amplified and converted to differen-

Figure 1. The LHCb experiment (left) and calorimeter subdetectors (right)

Figure 3. First ASIC prototype of the input 
part of the channel.
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tial signalling in order to be integrated 

through a fully differential amplifier 

with capacitive feedback. Since no 

dead time is allowed and high quality 

delay lines cannot be easily integrat-

ed, the solution is to alternate every 

25 ns between two integrators and to 

reset one integrator when the other 

one is active.

A first prototype of input stage 

of the chip including preamplifier 

and switched integrators has been 

designed in Austriamicrosystems 

0.35  um SiGe BiCMOS technology 

and submitted to the foundry in June 

2010 (Figure 3) through Europractice. 

Key tests have been performed on 

this prototype. The input impedance 

control by current feedback is prop-

erly working (Figure 4). Noise and linear-

ity performances meet requirements.

Why Europractice?
For the ASIC project on small volume 

the EUROPRACTICE offers design kit 

services, frequent MPW runs, it pro-

vides valuable technical help and the 

affordable mini@sic program. Moreo-

ver, EROPRACTICE assessment on 

packaging and interconnection issues 

is important and quite helpful as well.

References
[1] http://lhcb-public.web.cern.ch/lhcb-public/

[2] The LHCb Collaboration, “The LHCb detector”, JINST 3 

S08005, 2008.

[3] R. L. Chase and S. Rescia “A linear low power remote pream-

plifier for the ATLAS liquid argon EM calorimeter”, IEEE Trans. 

Nucl. Sci., 44:1028, 1997

[4] N. Dressnandt, M. Newcomer, S. Rescia and E. Vernon “LA-

PAS: A SiGe Front End Prototype for the Upgraded ATLAS LAr 

Calorimeter”, TWEPP-09: Topical Workshop on Electronics for 

Particle Physics, Paris, France, 21 - 25 Sep 2009

Figure 2. Front end ASIC block diagram 
with two interleaved switched paths 
(right).

Figure 4. Input impedance measurements have been done studying the input signal low 
reflections as in (a). If we switch off the ASIC power, the line is not compensated and large 
reflections appear (b).
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A Fully CMOS Integrated Band Pass 
Filter Based on a Mechanical Coupling 
of Two RF MEMS Resonators 
Universitat autónoma de Barcelona, Department of 
Electrical Engineering, Bellaterra, 08193, Spain

Contact: Joan Giner

E-mail: joanjose.giner@uab.es

Technology: austriamicrosystems 0.35μm CMOS C35B4C3

Die size: 1200 x 450 μm2 (pad limited)

Description
This work presents a new fully Integrated band pass filter 

based on two clamped-clamped beam resonators, each 

one designed with a resonant frequency of 26 MHz ( fo), 

mechanically coupled at a low velocity point. A novel U-

shape spring has been chosen as the coupling element in 

order to set the frequency separation of both mechanical 

modes and therefore the bandwidth of the filter[1].

The first step in the design process starts with the design 

of the resonator which will determine the center frequency 

(fo) and the shape factor, as a function of the quality fac-

tor of each resonator. The Poly-Poly capacitance module 

present in the commercial CMOS technology (AMS 0.35 

μm) has been used to implement the filter. In particular, 

the polysilicon 1 layer has been used to design both the 

coupler and the movable part of the bridges while the poly-

silicon 2 is used to design the excitation and read-out driv-

ers [2]. The selected 13.2 μm long and 500 nm wide clamped 

clamped beams, with a gap between the structure and the 

electrodes of 100nm present a Q of around 4400 in vacuum 

and 226 in air [3]. Minimum dimensions of 350 nm provided 

by the CMOS technology are selected to fix 

the width of the U shaped coupler. A coupler 

length of 2.5 μm and 1 μm separation gap be-

tween the bridge and the coupler have been 

set in order to fix the bandwidth of the filter. 

The fabricated band pass filter, shown in the 

Fig. 1, presents a very low passband distor-

tion (less than 0.1dB) without using any spe-

cific resistive termination, a central frequen-

cy of 26,7 MHz and a bandwidth of 120 kHz 

(with a bias voltage of 18Vdc). Unfortunately 

the filter presents a very high insertion loss 

in the magnitude, which corresponds to the 

large motional resistance present in the CMOS-MEMS 

resonators compared with the input impedance of the test 

equipment. In this way we have computed the bandwidth 

at 0.5dB. The shift between the measured bandwidth and 

center frequency in respect to the expected value is at-

tributed to the tolerances during the fabrication. In fact, 

a change in the coupling point of around 100 nm over 1 

μm generates a 40% variation in the obtained bandwidth. 

The CMOS-MEMS fabrication process used (needing 

only a mask-less wet etching post process to release the 

resonators) has the potential to improve the electrical 

characteristics of the stand-alone MEMS filter just add-

ing specific circuitry such as an amplifier. In this way, the 

presented CMOS-MEMS RF filter opens new perspectives 

to obtain fully integrated systems for signal processing in 

communications applications.

Why Europractice? 
The use in our projects of the Austria Microsystems 0.35 

μm CMOS fabrication process allows us to design integrat-

ed MEMS using a standard CMOS technology, providing a 

fast feedback between the design and the experimental 

results since the frequent MPW runs at affordable prices.

References
[1] J. Giner, A. Uranga, F. Torres, E. Marigó, and N. Barniol, “Fully CMOS integrated bandpass filter based 

on mechanical coupling of two RF MEMS resonators,” Electronics Letters, vol. 46, pp. 640-641, 2010.

[2] J.Verd, A. Uranga, J. Teva, J. L. Lopez, F. Torres, J. Esteve, G. Abadal, F. Pérez-Murano, and N. 

Barniol, Integrated CMOS MEMS with on-chip readout electronics for high-frequency applications, 

IEEE Electron Device Lett., vol. 27, no. 6, pp.495 497, Jun. 2006.

[3] J. L. Lopez, J. Verd, A. Uranga, J. Giner, G. Murillo, F. Torres, G. Abadal, and N. Barniol, “A CMOS-

MEMS RF-Tunable Bandpass Filter Based on Two High- Q 22-MHz Polysilicon Clamped-Clamped 

Beam Resonators,” Electron Device Letters, IEEE, vol. 30, pp. 718-720, 2009
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Fig. 2. Experimental a) Magnitude and b) Phase of the frequency response of the filter.
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IHP Application of IHP’s SiGe-Technology for 
Picosecond Time Measurements
Brandenburg University of Applied Science (FHB),  
Brandenburg an der Havel, Germany

Contacts: Gerald Kell, Daniel Schulz, Martin Ahlborg

E-Mail: kell@fh-brandenburg.de

Technology: IHP SG25H1 0,25μm SiGe:C

Die size: 1.0 x 1.1 mm2

Introduction
For real-time measurements with a high resolution down to some picoseconds, 

one has to use a technology with very fast gates. In cooperation with IHP, some 

fast ECL libraries have been developed in the past years. Alot of standard cells 

are available with propagation delays below 8ps. The cell libraries enable fast 

digital designs with a medium complexity of a few hundred or thousands of 

logical gates. The developed Time to Digital Converter (TDC) circuit is one of 

the first applications of this ECL cell library. This design is part of the PARAFLUO 

project, supported by the European Seventh Framework Programme. One 

goal of this project is the application of a multi-channel TDC chip for TCSPC 

applications (Time Correlated Single Photon Counting).

Description
The straight-lined structure of a time measurement system consists of a fre-

quency stabilized clock generator and one or more time readout channels. 

This basic concept is shown in figure 1 for up to 8 channels as it is planned in 

the PARAFLUO project.

The timing information will be generated permanently by a PLL stabilized con-

trol unit with a five-stage ring oscillator operating up to 10GHz for a baseband 

time resolution down to 10ps (simulated). Two counters provide the Time In-

formation Bus with the coarse timing information. Every time reading channel 

Fig. 1: Basic architecture of a multichannel time measurement chip 
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LFoundry

is connected to this Time Information Bus and consists of an event-trigger, 

three time catch registers with write control logic, and a serial data output 

interface. In the first chip design 6 months before, only one channel was re-

alized with some other test structures. Actually, the first 3-channel TDC chip 

design was completed in May 2010. It was been manufactured and packaged 

via Europractice. A chip photograph of this version with comments and some 

results are shown in figure 2. It is supplied by a single +2,5V voltage. Outputs are 

LVDS compatible. 

First measurements were done in December 2010 together with our PARAFLUO 

partners in an FPGA based environment. In principle, this TDC chip has shown 

proper operation. Small cross-talking effects between neighboured channels 

was been observed and may be improved in the next design that can be ex-

panded up to eight measurement channels.

Why Europractice?
For the FHB as an education institution, the Europractice way for design and 

prototyping is the most practicable way. This also offers a choice of the best 

technology for a given application to reach outstanding performances. Need-

ed CAD tools are available and a good support in design is given, so we could 

also involve some students in this project. The mini@sic program also reduced 

the minimum area price for our packaged chips. The team acknowledges the 

support granted by the Fraunhofer’s Europractice staff.

References
Gustat, H.; Kell, G.: Scalable Low-Power High Speed BiCMOS ECL Library, 5th Workshop High-Performance SiGe BiCMOS, September 25, 2006

Wahl M., Kell G., Kapusta P., Rahn H.-J., Roehlicke T., Erdmann R.: New multichannel photon timing instrumentation with independent, 

synchronized channels and high count rate for FLIM and correlation analysis, Proceedings of SPIE, Vol.7183, 71830C (2009)

Kell, G., Schulz, D., Grau, G.: ECL Library User Guide, documentation of usable fast ECL-cells, published by the IHP GmbH Frankfurt/

Oder, February 2009 

Fig. 2: First three channel TDC for the PARAFLUO project
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LFoundry Integrated CMOS Terahertz Detectors 
Physikalisches Institut Johann Wolfgang Goethe Universität,  
Frankfurt, Germany

Authors: Sebastian Boppel, Alvydas Lisauskas, Viktor Krozer, Hartmut G. Roskos

E-mail: boppel@physik.uni-frankfurt.de

Common knowledge on transistors states that reduction of device size is required, 

in order to achieve higher operation frequencies. While true, when transistors are 

operated as amplifier, this paradigm changes for mixing applications, as distrib-

uted phenomena sustain operation well above the transistor cutoff. This project 

utilizes this insight for imaging applications at 572.4 GHz, thus in-between the 

microwave and infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

This region ranging from 300 GHz to 10 THz is referred to as the Terahertz 

(THz) gap, as it is the last part of the spectrum, which has not yet been widely 

commercialized. However, a whole range of promising applications has been 

identified which exploit the transparent nature of many materials at THz fre-

quencies as well as their spectral finger prints. Future large market success in 

such areas as non-destructive quality control, medical and security applica-

tions requires inexpensive and reliable sources and detectors for THz imaging, 

which also must be able to operate outside of laboratory conditions.

Therefore this project targets to lay ground for a sensitive, real-time multi-pixel 

camera pursuing the fairly novel and promising approach of integrating THz De-

tectors into mainstream CMOS technology. Fig. 1 shows a 5x10 pixel detector 

array implemented with the 150-nm LFoundry process. Each pixel consists of 

a patch antenna and transistors as rectifying elements. Detectors operate effi-

ciently well above transistor cutoff frequency, as the detection mechanism is not 

limited by electron transit. In fact, simulations based on the transport equation 

show that the actual rectification of the signal happens at the beginning of the 

Fig.1: Microscopic picture of 5x10 Pixel focal plane array for imaging at 572.4 THz.

channel (within the first 50-70 nm at 

0.6 THz for Si CMOS transistors), inde-

pendent of the transistor length. Even 

though detection is efficient for tran-

sistors with large channels, additional 

aspects come into play, which favor 

shorter channels: detector noise can 

be reduced by minimizing the chan-

nel resistance and hence by shorten-

ing and/or widening of the channel. 

Furthermore, a smaller technology 

node facilitates a lower source-to-

gate capacitance, which increases the 

coupling efficiency 

of the THz signal. 

With these require-

ments, small fea-

ture sizes remain 

important and are 

subject for the 

trade-off between 

device perform-

ance and technol-

ogy costs.

Why did we choose LFoundry?
LFoundry offers the advantage of 

an appropriate node size for the de-

signed detectors at comparably low 

price. Most valuable to us is that we 

are not bound to long design cycles 

and have the opportunity to tape 

out every month. Although we work 

at extremely high radiation frequen-

cies, our detectors do not require 

SiGe technology, but can be imple-

mented in standard CMOS.
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MEMSCAP A Novel Micro Compliant Force Amplifier 
With Different Elastic Link Geometries On A 
Microchip
Department of Mechanical Engineering,  
Istanbul Technical University, Turkey

Contacts: Levent Trabzon; Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ergin Kosa; M.Sc.

E-mail: levent.trabzon@itu.edu.tr

Technology: MEMSCAP SOIMUMPs(Silicon on insulator Multi User Multi 

Process) 

Die size: 10 x 10 mm2

Description
•	 Compliant MEMS are used to amplify the input force to activate the cas-

caded actuators with very high output force.

•	 Compliant MEMS have been recently become more attractive because of 

their low cost, monolithic structure, lightweight and lack of lubricant need. 

•	 Compliant micro mechanisms are composed of elastic beams linking 

rigid beams. Under specific loading conditions, elastic beams of compli-

ant MEMS structure amplify the input force with its stored energy. We 

obtained an amplification factor as high as 11,1. 

•	 Our design framework for the system enables us to manufacture the 

mechanism with one monolithic part without joints. 

•	 This novel MEMS amplifier achieving large displacement is manufactured 

by MEMSCAP SOIMUMPs that is based on Silicon-On-Insulator wafer in-

cluding handle layer, buried oxide layer, and device layer.

Why Europractice?
The Europractice IC service is 

reliable and SOIMUMPs is a low 

cost Multi-mask MEMS proc-

ess. In this study, SOIMUMPs 

is needed for fabricating an on-

chip, compliant suspended mi-

cro mechanism displacing when 

subjected to an input force. 

Moreover, both thin-straight 

and thin-

curved elastic 

beams are eas-

ily designed 

and fabricated 

by SOIMUMPs 

technology.
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ON Semi Continuous-Time CMOS Adaptive 
Asynchronous ∑∆Modulator For On-Chip 
Wideband Power Amplifiers Targeting 
Adaptive Supply Of Rf Transmitters
Electronics Engineering Department, C4 Campus Nord,  
UPC BarcelonaTech, E08034, Spain

Contact: E. Alarcón, D. Fernández, A. Garcia i Tormo, J. Madrenas and A. Poveda

E-mail: ealarcon@eel.upc.edu

Technology: AMIS 0.35μm C035U 5M 

Die size: 1440 μm x 1350 μm

Application
Switched-mode on-chip power amplifiers are becoming widespread since they 

are the preferred option due to their potentially higher efficiency as compared 

to their linear counterparts. Recent applications encompass audio-frequency 

on-chip power amplifiers, power-line switch-mode drivers for power-line com-

munications, and envelope-tracking converters for wideband adaptive power 

supply of RF power amplifiers, demanded both for either low-power battery-

operated terminals as well as medium power applications. These applications 

progressively exhibit more stringent requirements both in terms of increas-

ing the bandwidth to track while reducing switching frequencies so as to limit 

switching losses, together with the demand to fulfill strict spectral masks due 

to EMI issues and adjacent-channel interference spectral specifications. In 

this chip, a mixed-signal continuous-time-processing standard CMOS imple-

mentation of an asynchronous ∑∆ modulator aimed to drive a switching am-

plifier operating as an on-chip wideband adaptive power supply for RF power 

amplifiers was considered because of the potential benefits as regards the 

impact of nonideal effects and implementation robustness when compared to 

a more conventional PWM for a similar error vs average switching frequency 

(related to switching losses, the dominant loss mechanism) performance.
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TronicsCircuit Description
The Asynchronous ∑∆ Modulator is an astable oscillator which supplies a 2-level 

output switching signal. The time instants of the switching events (i.e. the in-

stantaneous switching frequency and duty cycle) are adjusted according to the 

input signal, so that the switching signal conveys in baseband the information 

carried by the reference signal x(t). Nonlinear input signal feedforward has been 

added in this circuit for enhanced performance. This work considered a mixed-

signal continuous-time-processing standard CMOS implementation of an asyn-

chronous sigma-delta modulator driving a switching amplifier operating as an 

on-chip wideband adaptive power supply. 

A CMOS low-power digitally-programmable modulator with 7 MHz average switch-

ing frequency operation and 1000 μm x 640 μm area occupancy was implemented 

and validated experimentally. The circuit encompasses two main subcircuits to 

implement the Asynchronous ∑∆ Modulator, namely a nonlinearly adaptive hys-

teresis comparator and a band-programmable R-opamp-C integrator. The on-chip 

power train driven by the modulator’s output considers a synchronous rectifier di-

mensioned to balance the loss breakdown, yielding 119 mΩ NMOS power MOSFET 

ON resistance (W= 12.000 μm) and 205 mΩ PMOS power MOSFET ON resistance 

(W= 22.000 μm). Power transistors have been designed to allow an output power 

of 0.5 W, targeting either on-chip converter low power applications or as a means 

of driving external amplifiers for medium to high power GaN-based switching 

amplifiers. To optimize deadtime, the circuit considers a nested nonoverlapping 

scheme around the tapered buffers which distribute the AA∑∆ modulator output 

signal to the main power MOSFET gates and accordingly to drive the off-chip reac-

tive filter. The last stages of the tapered buffers include local nested nonoverlap-

ping schemes to guarantee crossconduction-free operation, which is critical in a 

time-varying output amplifier application.

Why Europractice?
The Technical University of Catalunya, UPC BarcelonaTech, has been an aca-

demic member of Europractice for many years. The benefits have been clear, 

including both having access to a complete MPW fabrication process as well 

as to EDA tools. The fabrication service offered by Europractice through the 

MPW approach offers the opportunity to have access to a wide variety of mod-

ern process technologies. Our satisfactory experience hitherto supported our 

decision to choose Europractice again.

References
A. Garcia-i-Tormo, A. Poveda, E. Alarcón, and F. Guinjoan, “Design-oriented characterisation of adaptive asynchronous ∑∆ modulation 

switching power amplifiers for bandlimited signals,” IEEE International Symposium Circuits and Systems, ISCAS 2009, pp. 2882 –2885.

V. Yousefzadeh, E.  Alarcon, D. Maksimovic, “Efficiency optimization in linear-assisted switching power converters for envelope track-

ing in RF power amplifiers”, IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and Systems, ISCAS 2005, pp 1302 – 1305, Vol. 2.

E. Alarcón, D. Fernández, A. Garcia i Tormo, J. Madrenas and A. Poveda, “Continuous-time CMOS adaptive asynchronous ∑∆ modulator 

approximating low-fs low-inband-error on-chip wideband power amplifier”, IEEE International Symposium Circuits and Systems, ISCAS 

2011, Rio de Janeiro, special session “Emerging Energy and Power ICs”

Figure 1: schematic of  
the picoamperometer  
measurement scheme

Figure 3: typical C-V  
characteristics, with  
model simulation and  
actual measurements
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Tronics Low-cost, low-size integrated picoamperometer
University of Applied Sciences – Western Switzerland

Contacts: Marco Mazza, Josuah Wicht, Mario Dellea

E-mail: Marco.Mazza@hefr.ch

Technology: MEMSOI from TRONICS

Die size: 4 mm x 8 mm

In many biotechnological applications, 

chemical reaction monitoring and 

conditioning are key issue for process 

analysis and optimization. Basically 

many reactions generate or consume 

ions and/or electrons determining a 

modification in the conduction proper-

ties of the solution under test. Detec-

tion methods can be basically resumed 

into three categories: impedance, volt-

age and current techniques. 

The latter presents some interest-

ing aspects, such as the fact that it 

requires no external excitation, since 

the solution can react directly with 

the measurement electrodes or with 

ad-hoc conceived enzymes.

Picoamperometer measurements 

have been successfully performed in 

the 40s, [1], based on a vibrating Reed 

capacitor moved by a variable mag-

netic field externally applied and the 

concept has been recently proposed, 

[2], for the characterization of Single-

Electron-Transistors (SETs).

Goal of this project is to conceive and 

realize a low-cost, low-size picoam-

perometer for in-situ reaction moni-

toring, as described in the following 

section, systems will be composed 

of a MEM resonant capacitor and a 

CMOS lock-in amplifier. 

Description
The schematic of this measurement 

setup is depicted in Fig. 1. An input DC 

current charges linearly the input ca-

pacitor CV, which oscillates due to an 

external voltage at relatively low fre-

quency, in the range 1-10kHz, and then, 

produces an AC signal which ampli-

tude is proportional to the CV charge. 

A control loop which include a lock-in 

amplifier (LIA), measures this AC sig-

nal through CC and adjusts the out-

put voltage Voutput in order to mini-

mize the amplitude of the AC signal 

and so the amplitude of the charge of 

the CV capacitor. Thus the input cur-

rent is diverted through the capacitor 

CC. The slope of this tuning voltage 

is proportional to the input current 

and depends mainly of the CC ca-

pacitor. The lock-in amplifier is tuned 

on twice the frequency applied to the 

CV capacitor. Electrostatic force de-

pends on the square of the voltage; 

this allows to excite the capacitor at 

half of the required frequency, avoid-

ing voltage feed-trough to be detect-

ed by the lock-in amplifier.

Variable capacitor has been designed 

as a double-gap comb-drive structure, 

actuation voltage is applied to a larger 

gap (in our application, three times 

larger) compared to the measured ca-

pacitor. This allows tuning range going 

over the 50% limits imposed by the 

electrostatic actuation over a single-

gap structure, as firstly proposed in [3] 

and [4]. Fig. 2 presents a SEM picture of 

showing the double-gap comb-drive 

structure, while on Fig. 3 a typical C-V 

measurement of the same capacitor 

is reported, as well as the expected re-

sults derived from Tronics models.

Full system is currently under-test, to 

characterize measurement perform-

ance and co-integration with CMOS 

to reduce overall size and package in 

a bio-compatible package.

Why Europractice?
MEM capacitor and fixed feed-back 

capacitor have been fabricated in 

a MEMSOI technology provided by 

Tronics, via Europractice. This tech-

nology presents some interesting 

aspects for this application: 

(i) good modeling of the MEM capac-

itor mechanics, (ii) hermetic sealing 

which provide excellent independ-

ence on humidity condition and (iii) 

vacuum operation for the variable ca-

pacitor, which results in a lower leak 

current and electrostatic discharge.

References
[1] H. Paleosky, R. K. Swank, and R. Grenchik, “Design of dy-

namic condenser electrometers,” Rev. Sci. Instrum., vol. 18, no. 

5, pp. 298–314, May 1947.

[2] G. Rietveld, H.E. van den Brom, “Vibration Reed Electrometer for Ac-

curate Measurements of Electrical Currents Below 10 pA“, IEEE Trans. 

on Instrumentation and Measurements, vol. 56, No. 2, April 2007.

[3] Zou, J., C. Liu, J. Schutt-Aine, et al., “Development of a wide 

tuning range MEMS tunable capacitor for wireless communica-

tion systems”, presented at International Electron Devices 

Meeting, 2000, pp. 403-406.

[4] Zou, J. and C. Liu, “Development of a novel micro electrome-

chanical tunable capacitor with a high tuning range”, presented 

at 58th Device Research Conference, 2000, pp. 111-112.
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TSMC

An 8mW 50Ms/s Continuous Time  
Delta Sigma Modulator
Ulm University, Institute of Microelectronics, Albert-Einstein-Allee 43, 
89091 Ulm, Germany

Contacts: J. Kauffman, P, Witte, J. Becker, and M. Ortmanns

E-mail: John.Kauffman@uni-ulm.de

Technology: TSMC 90nm CMOS 1.2V 1P9M 

Die size:	1.8mmX1.8mm

Description
This chip was developed as a test vehicle to demonstrate finite gain bandwidth 

(FGBW) compensation in all integrators, as well as a new all-digital background 

DAC linearization within a continuous time sigma delta ADC for the first time. The 

modulator consists of a third order mixed feedforward-feedback structure with 

an internal 4bit flash quantizer resulting in a peak SNDR=63.5dB at an OSR of 

10. The amplifiers were compensated for 400MHz, 300MHz and 600MHz GBWs 

with a sampling frequency at 500MHz. In a modulator without FGBW compensa-

tion, the GBWs would normally be in gigahertz range, which would drastically 

increase the overall power consumption of the ADC. 

The digital background DAC linearization replaced the commonly used DEM 

techniques by estimating the DAC unit element mismatches by sequentially 

injecting a known, binary pseudo-random test signal into all test elements. 

This test signal is then crosscorrelated with the modulator output to esti-

mate the relative DAC mismatch. The test signal is digitally removed to en-

able background operation, and each DAC unit element is digitally corrected. 

With this technique, we were also able to drastically reduce the area of the 

first feedback DAC by designing the DAC intentionally small, resulting in large 

mismatches which could later be corrected without using DEM. The achieved 

SFDR was larger than 80dBc at maximum input amplitude.

For more details about this modulator, refer to our paper published at the International Solid-State Circuits Conference (ISSCC) section 

D27.2, John G. Kauffman et al., “An 8mW 50MS/s CT Delta Sigma Modulator with 81dB SFDR and Digital Background DAC Lineariza-

tion”, ISSCC Feb 2011.

Why Europractice?
Europractice provides a great opportunity to develop research ASICs in state 

of the art technologies at an affordable price. If it wasn’t for Europractice, this 

research would have not been conducted. Thanks again.
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Blocks for a Low-Power 2.4 GHz ZigBee transceiver
Microelectronic Institute of Seville (IMSE-CNM-CSIC), University of Seville

Contact: Dr. Eduardo Peralias 

E-mail: peralias@imse-cnm.csic.es

Technology: TSMC 90nm CMOS Low 

Power MS/RF 

Die size: 2mm x 2mm

Description
This chip is one of a series that have 

been ongoing over the past year to 

characterize different proposals of 

the building blocks for a 1.2V 2.4GHz 

ZigBee transceiver [1]. The aim is to 

get the minimum power consump-

tion in the transceiver using the new-

est analogue design techniques and 

new allocation schemes of individual 

specifications of the building blocks. 

In this case we have a couple of de-

signs: a power amplifier (PA) for the 

transmitter and the intermediate fre-

quency (IF) back-end for the receiver 

comprised by a complex band-pass 

image filter (CBPF) followed by a pro-

grammable gain amplifier (PGA).

The class C PA implementation is based 

on the design methodology presented 

in [2]. This is a new parasitic-aware 

method based on actual transistors DC 

characteristics and inductors data. The 

class C PA has a fully differential topol-

ogy and exhibits an efficiency of 45% 

for an output power of 0dBm, a power 

gain of 27dB, an OIP3 of 8.1dBm, under 

conditions of 100Ω load, 0.65V sup-

ply voltage and a MOS DC current ID 

of 4.2mA. Measures on a microprobe 

station have been done. Output power 

spectrum for a -27dBm OQPSK modu-

lated input signal is shown in Fig. 1.

The CBPF is a fully differential 8th-order 

transconductor-based active complex 

filter [3] with 2.4MHz bandwidth and 

centered at 2.5MHz. The filter accom-

plish with the requirements of the 

IEEE802.15.4 standard. It has a nomi-

nal gain of 12dB, good selectivity (21dB 

at 2MHz offset) and linearity (IIP3=-

2.9dBm), high image rejection (50dB) 

and low power consumption (3.6mA at 

1.2V). Tuning is performed through var-

actors instead of the transconductors 

as done traditionally.

The PGA is formed by three differ-

ential AC-coupled stages based on 

a novel low-power transimpedance 

amplifier with active offset cancella-

tion [4]. Its design covers applications 

with wide bandwidth and dynamic 

range as high as 90dB. It has a pro-

grammable band width from 10MHz 

to 30MHz for a 6pF capacitive load. 

THD at the maximum gain and 1.2Vpp 

output voltage is -57dB with input re-

ferred noise of 7.98nV
rms

/√Hz.

CPBF+PGA characterization have 

been done on a PCB and some results 

(network functions) are depicted in 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Why Europractice?
Europractice IC Service for CAD 

support, ASIC prototyping and die 

packaging is very commonly used 

in our institute and our University. 

This service allows us to develop 

and verify our new researches on 

IC design techniques in a fast, low-

cost and effective way. The easy 

access to high-quality more recent 

technologies (especially through the  

mini@sic program) and the excellent 

support from the design phase until 

the submission, are good reasons to 

maintain the Europractice service.

References
[1] SR2 project: http://www.imse-cnm.csic.es/sr2.

[2] Barabino,N., Fiorelli,R. and Silveira,F., “Efficiency based 

design for fully-integrated class C RF power amplifiers in nano-

metric CMOS,” in IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and 

Systems (ISCAS), June 2010, Paris, (France).

[3] Villegas,A., Vázquez,D. and Rueda,A., “A 1.2V CMOS-90nm 

Gm-C Complex Filter with Frequency Tuning for Wireless Net-

work	Applications,”	in	Proc.	of	the	XXV	DCIS,	pp.	666-671,	Nov.	

2010, Lanzarote (Spain).

[4] Ginés, A., Doldán,R., Rueda,A., and Peralias,E., “Power Op-

timization Of CMOS Programmable Gain Amplifiers With High 

Dynamic Range And Common-Mode Feed-Forward Circuit”, in 

Proc. IEEE ICECS, pp. 45-48, Dec. 2010, Athens (Greece).

Fig. 1 Power Amplifier OQPSK Output 
Spectrum (BW=100kHz)

Fig. 2 Complex Filter Network Function

Fig. 3 PGA Network Function  
(Gain= 0dB  72dB)
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RF-DAC Based Multimode, 
Multistandard Transmitter for 
Wireless Communications
RWTH Aachen University, Chair of Integrated 
Analog Circuits and RF Systems, Germany

Contact: Niklas Zimmermann, Bastian Mohr, Björn Thiel, 

Ye Zhang, Renato Negra, Stefan Heinen 

E-mail: zimmermann@ias.rwth-aachen.de

Technology: TSMC CMN65LP 65nm technology

Die size: 1875x1875μm

Description
Next generation mobile phones have to support lots of 

different communication standards like LTE, UMTS, GSM, 

WLAN and Bluetooth. To obviate several parallel radios on 

the same portable device, a single reconfigurable multi-

standard, multiband radio is needed. At the same time, 

as demands on the radio frontend rise, modern digital-

centric nanoscale CMOS technologies show an ever de-

creasing analog and RF performance. To cope with these 

opposed tendencies, novel circuit implementations of RF 

high-performance transmitter frontends are needed. The 

so-called RF-DAC seems to be an excellent alternative to 

classical transmitter architectures. It combines DA-con-

verter and upconversion mixer in a single building block. 

Analog baseband circuitry can be replaced with digital, 

programmable blocks.

The RF-DAC is built up by several parallel unit cells. Each 

unit cell consists of a current source which is controlled by a 

digital baseband signal and of a Gilbert-type switching quad 

which translates the baseband signal to RF. The magnitude 

of the output signal is set by switching the weighted unit 

cells on or off according to the applied digital word. With two 

RF-DACs in parallel a “direct digital I/Q vector modulator” 

can be realized, as shown in the block diagram. 

In contrast to classical Gilbert-cell mixers, no highly linear 

voltage controlled current sources are needed. All transis-

tors in the RF-DAC configuration are working as switches. 

Therefore, this topology is well suited for modern nanos-

cale CMOS processes that provide excellent high-speed 

switches but only transistors with inferior analog prop-

erties. Furthermore, it eliminates the analog baseband 

processing, replacing it by a digital counterpart. The 

high-performance digital baseband can be easily recon-

figured, thus enabling the utilization of the RF-DAC in a 

multistandard, multimode radio. Furthermore, ∆∑ modu-

lation and digital mismatch-shaping allow to improve the 

performance of the RF frontend.

The transmitter has a clock rate of approx. 800MHz and 

allows RF carrier frequencies up to 2.4GHz. The DAC reso-

lution is 9 bit for I and Q path respectively. It is suited for 

the transmission of OFDM signals of up to 40MHz band-

width. More details on the RF-DAC transmitter architec-

ture can be found in [1], the implementation of the mixed-

signal/RF frontend is discussed in [2].

In addition to the RF-DAC transmitter, the fabricated ASIC 

prototype also contains a ring-oscillator based PLL.

Why Europractice?
Europractice’s mini@sic program allows universities to 

do affordable prototyping in state-of-the-art nanoscale 

CMOS technologies. The access to key software IC design 

tools and the good support benefits our research.

Acknowledgment
This work has been funded by the “Ultra High Speed In-

formation and Communication” (UMIC) Research Center.

References
[1] Zimmermann, N., Thiel. B., Negra, R., and Heinen, S.:„System Architecture of an RF-DAC Based 

Multistandard Transmitter“, IEEE MWSCAS, 2009

[2] Zimmermann, N., Negra, R., and Heinen, S.:„Design of an RF-DAC in 65nm CMOS for Multistand-

ard, Multimode Transmitters“, IEEE RFIT, 2009
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UMC Low Power Continuous-
time Delta-Sigma 
Modulators using 
Opamp Assistance
Indian Institute of Technology, 
Madras, India

Contact: Prof. Shanthi Pavan, 

Department of Electrical Engg,  

IIT Madras Chennai 600036, India. 

Email: shanthi@ee.iitm.ac.in

Technology: 0.18um CMOS

Die size: Mini@sic

Description
Continuous-time delta-sigma modula-

tion (CTDSM) is attractive due to sev-

eral features like implicit antialiasing, 

relaxed speed requirements on the 

active elements and resistive input im-

pedance (which eases the design of the 

stage driving the ADC). Several modu-

lators targeting the audio range have 

been reported recently, where power 

reduction is the main motivation for 

choosing CTDSMs over their discrete-

time counterparts. Early designs used 

a single-bit quantizer, but recent ICs 

have employed multibit quantizers in 

the loop due to the following. When 

compared to single-bit CTDSMs, multi-

bit designs are less sensitive to clock 

jitter and relax the linearity require-

ments of the loopfilter. However, a 

single-bit design has several attractive 

features. The quantizer is simple, re-

sulting in reduced area/power. Dynam-

ic Element Matching (DEM) circuitry is 

not needed, further reducing area and 

complexity. A single bit quantizer also 

results in a smaller excess loop delay. 

To leverage the implementation advan-

tages of a single-bit design, one needs 

to address the issues of clock jitter 

sensitivity and loop filter linearity re-

quirements. The former is solved by 

using a Switched Capacitor Resistor 

(SCR) DAC. It turns out that designing 

the first integrator in a single-bit modu-

lator with adequate linearity and low 

power is a challenge, especially with an 

SCR DAC. In this work, we use a circuit 

technique called the assisted opamp 

integrator that addresses this problem. 

Thanks to this approach, we are able to 

achieve 15 bit performance in single bit 

CTDSMs based on NRZ and SCR feed-

back DACs with power dissipation that 

is comparable to that of the the best 

multibit modulators reported in the lit-

erature. Implemented in 0.18 μm CMOS 

technology used, the NRZ/SCR modu-

lators consume 110/122 μW from a 1.8V 

supply and achieve dynamic ranges of 

92.5/91.5 dB for a signal bandwidth of 

24 kHz. The modulators operate with 

an OSR of 128. The architectural and 

circuit details of these modulators can 

be found in 

S.Pavan and P. Sankar, “Power Reduction in Continuous-time 

Delta-Sigma Modulators using the Assisted Opamp Technique,” 

IEEE Journal of Solid State Circuits, July 2010.

Why Europractice?
Excellent support, with very helpful 

personnel. We have had a long rela-

tionship with Europractice.
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A Solder Bumped Detector Readout ASIC with 256 ADCs of 8 Bit / 10MSpS
Lehrstuhl für Schaltungstechnik und Simulation,  
Institut für Technische Informatik der Universität  
Heidelberg, B6, 26, 68131 Mannheim, Germany

Contact: Prof. Dr. Peter Fischer 

E-mail: peter.fischer@ziti.uni-heidelberg.de

Technology: UMC 0.18um mini@sic with solder bumping 

Die size: 2x3 mini@sic blocks, 3.4mm x 5mm

Description
The ‘Drain Current Digitizer for Belle’ (DCDB) is a detector 

readout ASIC which will be used in the Belle II Experiment 

at the Japanese KEK accelerator to read out a particle track 

detector based on an array of DEPFET sensors. Each of the 

256 DCDB channels digitizes an input current signal com-

ing from the sensor matrix with a sampling frequency of 

10MHz. The channels have an individual dynamic offset 

correction circuit as well as programmable gain and band-

width, which allows to adjust the ADC’s dynamic range 

and subtract a baseline from the input current. To achieve 

a low noise value of 0.6 LSB and a low power dissipation 

of 4mW per channel, two identical, full custom designed 

cyclic ADCs are integrated in each channel, which convert 

signals alternatingly. Their digital output is decoded to a 

two’s complement, multiplexed and serialized in a synthe-

sized digital block running at 400MHz. The total sustained 

output data rate per chip is 3.2GByte/s. Due to the large 

number of 431 input/output pads on a relatively small die 

area, bump bonding with a pitch of 200um (fig. 3) has been 

used. The redistribution layer introduced by the bumping 

process has been used for additional power routing.

Application
High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments often perform a 

precise measurement of the particle flight path. The in-

nermost tracking layers close to the interaction point are 

obviously particularly important and challenging. In the 

upcoming Belle II experiment at the SuperKEKB particle 

accelerator in Japan, a small cylindrical detector with 

<2cm radius will be build using silicon detectors based on 

amplifying DEPFET devices. In order to minimize scatter-

ing when the particles traverse the sensor, the mayor part 

of the layers will be made out of only 75μm thin silicon. 

The chips required to steer and read out the matrix must 

be very close to the active area so that a novel all-silicon 

module concept using a flip chip technology for chip in-

terconnect is being designed. For chip testing, DCDB is 

bump bonded to an adapter (fig. 1) together with a smaller 

auxiliary chip. A side view of the flip chip assembly is 

shown in figure 2.

Why Europractice?
Easy access to recent technologies and a solder bumping 

option, even for low volume multi-projects submissions, 

make Europractice an ideal partner for our projects.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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Fully integrated switching-mode RF power amplifier with 
reconfigurable load network
RWTH Aachen University, Mixed-Signal CMOS Circuits Group, UMIC Research Centre, Germany

Contact: Ahmed F. Aref, Renato Negra

E-mail: aref@umic.rwth-aachen.de

Technology: UMC L90N 90nm CMOS technology

Die size: 1875x1875μm

Description
Highly efficient transmit and receive equipment is highly 

sought-after in order to reduce prime DC power consump-

tion for both battery operated equipment and for wireless 

infrastructure. Of special interest for future communica-

tion systems are transmitters which can efficiently ampli-

fy signals with time-varying envelope. Load modulation is 

one technique to enhance energy-efficiency of RF power 

amplifiers (PAs) in back-off operation. In this technique, 

the loadline seen by the active device is dynamically 

adapted according to the instantaneous input signal level 

in such a way that the drain-to-source/collector-emitter 

voltage swing for the required output power is maxim-

ised. Since devices provide peak efficiency when oper-

ated in voltage saturation, maximising the voltage swing 

for a given output power level leads to energy-efficient PA 

operation over a wide dynamic signal range. 

The developed highly-efficient fully integrated RF power 

amplifier for LTE (band IV) applications in 90  nm bulk 

CMOS technology consists of an input matching network, 

driver stages, power devices, a harmonic impedance con-

trol circuitry, and a programmable load transformation 

network on a single chip. Loadline modulation is achieved 

by programming the load transformation ratio in order to 

keep the PA voltage saturated. In this way, output power 

of the saturated PA can be programmed over a large dy-

namic range. Additionally, by employing an embedded 

discrete gain control simultaneously with the discrete 

load modulation, amplitude modulated signals can be ef-

ficiently processed with this highly efficient PA. Because 

of the hybrid technique used, size and complexity of the 

programmable load transformation network – needed 

to cover a wide range of output powers – could be sig-

nificantly reduced. This complexity reduction minimises 

excessive loss in the fully integrated load transformation 

network, leading to substantial overall efficiency im-

provement compared to conventional designs. 

The use of such PAs in advanced transmitter architectures 

enables, therefore, efficient amplification of wideband 

time-varying envelope signals with high peak-to-average-

power ratios (PAPR), like 3G or 4G signals.

Why Europractice?
RWTH Aachen University is an academic member of Euro-

practice. This offers affordable access to frequent modern 

CMOS and BiCMOS MPW fabrication runs and to key de-

sign tools for prototyping our research designs. In addi-

tion, packaging services as well as the excellent support 

is of valuable help for our projects.

Acknowledgment
This work has been funded by the “Ultra High Speed In-

formation and Communication” (UMIC) Research Centre.
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A 60 GHz Beamforming Receiver Front-End with LO Phase Control 
using a Phased Locked Loop
Department of Electrical and Information Technology, Lund University, Box 118 , SE-221 00 Lund, Sweden

A High-resolution Vernier Gated-Ring-Oscillator TDC in 90-nm CMOS
Department of Electrical and Information Technology, Lund University, Box 118 , SE-221 00 Lund, Sweden

Contacts: Andreas Axholt, Henrik Sjöland

E-mail: Andreas.Axholt@eit.lth.se, Henrik.Sjoland@eit.lth.se

Technology: UMC L90N Mixed-Mode/RF - 1P9M2T1F - 1.0V/2.5V

Description
A 60 GHz beamforming receiver ASIC was manufactured 

as a part of the research in the High Speed Wireless Com-

munications Center (HSWC) funded by the Swedish foun-

dation for strategic research (SSF), aiming for new circuit 

topologies and architectures  suitable for CMOS millim-

eter wave communication transceivers.

It is well established that antenna arrays can be used 

to compensate for  the high path loss in the 60 GHz and 

other millimeter wave frequency bands. The short wave-

length allows several antenna elements to fit on a cen-

timeter sized array, achieving high antenna gain. The re-

ceiver chip, however, becomes complex. The signal from 

each antenna element must be received with low noise, 

and to steer the direction of the antenna beam, the phase 

of each signal must also be controlled before combining 

the signals. 

This ASIC contains a complete 60GHz receiver including 

LNA, mixers, and a phase locked loop LO generator with 

digital phase control. The PLL architecture with digital 

phase control was presented Asia Pacific Microwave Con-

ference 2009 (AMPC), Andreas Axholt and Henrik Sjöland, 

“A PLL based 12GHz LO generator with digital phase con-

trol in 90nm CMOS”, and was awarded the APMC Prize. 

This ASIC includes a complete front-end and an improved 

PLL architecture, suitable for 60 GHz communication. 

Why Europractice?
Through Europractice we gain access to frequent CMOS MPW 

runs at an affordable cost. The short turn-around time and 

frequent runs enable us to verify stand-alone key building 

blocks before employing them into more complex systems. 

Contacts: Ping Lu, Pietro Andreani

E-mail: Ping.Lu@eit.lth.se, Pietro.Andreani@eit.lth.se

Technology: UMC L90N Mixed-Mode/RF - 1P9M2T1F - 1.0V/2.5V

Description
A Vernier Gate-Ring-Oscillator (GRO) Time to Digital Convert-

er (TDC) ASIC was manufactured as a part of the research 

in the High Speed Wireless Communications Center (HSWC) 

funded by the Swedish foundation for strategic research 

(SSF), aiming for new circuit topologies and architectures 

suitable for CMOS millimeter wave communication trans-

ceivers.

All Digital Phase-Locked Loop (ADPLL) is now a hot re-

search topic for more flexibility and programmability 

compared with its analog counterpart. In an ADPLL, Dig-

itally Controlled Oscillator (DCO) phase noise and TDC 

quantization noise dominate the in-band and out-band 

noise respectively. Thus in some ADPLL applications 

which need a wide bandwidth, the quantization noise of 

TDC is important to the total noise performance. 

The Vernier Gate-Ring-Oscillator (GRO) Time to Digital 

Converter (TDC) utilizes two GRO chains as the delay 

lines. The time resolution is determined by the difference 

between two delays, so not limited by the process tech-

nology. The original quantization noise can be first-order 

shaped by the gated behavior in the oscillators. It pushes 

most of the noise to the high-frequency region which is 

then filtered by the low-pass loop filter in ADPLLs. The 

chip is implemented in 90-nm CMOS technology and oc-

cupies 0.18mm*0.15mm area.
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Australia  
Edith Cowan University Joondalup 11
Monash University Clayton 2
Motorola Australian Research Centre Botany 1
University of South Wales Sydney 7
University of Western Australia Crawley 1

Austria  
A3Pics Vienna 1
ARC Seibersdorf Research Vienna 5
austriamicrosystems Unterpremstaetten 69
Austrian Aerospace Wien 2
Carinthia Tech Institute Villach-St.Magdalen 1
FH Joanneum Graz Graz 1
IEG Stockerau 1
Johannes Keppler University Linz 3
MED-el Insbruck 2
Riegl Laser Measurement System Horn 2
Securiton Wien 1
TU Graz Graz 4
TU Wien Vienna 14

Belarus  
NTLab Minsk 6

Belgium  
Alcatel Space Hoboken 4
AnSem Heverlee 3
Browning International SA Herstal 1
Cochlear Technology Centre Europe Mechelen 9
ED&A Kapellen 3
EqcoLogic Brussels 52
Faculte Polytechnique de Mons Mons 8
FillFactory Mechelen 2 
ICI - Security Systems Everberg 6 
ICSense Leuven 1 
IMEC Leuven 170 
K.U. Leuven Heverlee 129 
Katholieke Hogeschool Brugge-Oostende Oostende 23 
KHLim Diepenbeek 8 
KHK Geel 13 
KIHA Hoboken 2 
Macq Electronique Brussel 1 
Neurotech Louvain-la-Neuve 2 
Q-Star Test nv Brugge 2 
SDT International Bruxelles 1 
SEBA Service N.V. Grimbergen 1 
SIEMENS ATEA Herentals 2 
SIPEX Zaventem 4 
Societe de Microelectronique Charleroi 1
Universite catholique de Louvain Louvain-la-Neuve 15
Universiteit Gent Gent 75
University of Antwerp Wilrijk 3
Vrije Universiteit Brussel Brussels 84
Xenics Leuven 1

Brazil  
State University of Campinas - CenPRA Campinas 29
CPqD - Telebras Campinas 7

CUSTOMER TOWN Number 
  of ASICs

CUSTOMER TOWN Number 
  of ASICs

List of Customers per country and number of 
designs they have sent in for MPW fabrication

Genius Instituto de Tecnologia Manaus - Amazonas 3
University Federal Pernambuco Recife 5
UNESP/FE-G Guaratingueta - SP 3
UNICAMP - University of Campinas Campinas, SP 25
Universidade de Sao Paulo Sao Paulo-SP 31

Bulgaria  
Technical University of Sofia Sofia 4

Canada  
Canadian Microelectronics Corporation Kingston, Ontario 9
Epic Biosonics Victoria 4
NanoWattICs Quebec 1
Queens University Kingston, Ontario 1
Scanimetrix Edmonton 12
TBI Technologies Waterloo 1
University of Alberta Edmonton 1
University of Toronto Toronto 1
University of Waterloo Waterloo 4

China  
Beelab Semiconductor Hong Kong 1
Dept.Computer Science and Technology BeiJing 1
Fudan University Shanghai 2
Microelectronics Center Harbin 1
The Chinese University of Hong Kong Shatin-Hong Kong 41
University of Macau Macau 5
Hong Kong Univ. of Science and Technology Hong Kong 14
Zhejiang University Yuquan 1

Costa Rica  
Instituto Tecnologico de Costa Rica Cartago 1

Croatia  
University of Zagreb Zagreb 4

Cyprus  
University of Cyprus Nicosia 2

Czech Republic  
ASICentrum s.r.o. Praha 4 6
Brno University of Technology Brno 15
Czech Technical University-FEE Prague 5

Denmark  
Aalborg University Aalborg 47
Algo Nordic A/S Cph 1
Bang & Olufsen Struer 4
DELTA Hoersholm 11
GN-Danavox A/S Taastrup 4
Microtronic A/S Roskilde 1
Oticon A/S Hellerup 12
PGS Electronic Systems Frb. 1
Techtronic A/S Roskilde 1
Technical University of Denmark Lyngby 5
Thrane&Thrane Lyngby 1
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Egypt  
American university of Cairo Cairo 1
Bahgat Group - IEP  Cairo 4

Estonia  
Tallinn Technical University Tallinn 1

Finland  
Aalto University Espro 1
Detection Technology Inc. Li 1
Fincitec Oy Oulu 4
Helsinki University of Technology Espoo 9
Nokia Networks Espoo 2
Tampere University of Technology Tampere 8
University of Oulu Oulu 16
University of Turku Turku 1
VTI Technologies Vantaa 2
VTT Electronics Espoo 104

France  
Atmel Nantes, Cedex 3 3
C4i Archamps 14
CCESMAA -IXL Talence 2
CEA Grenoble 32
CMP-TIMA Grenoble 7
CNES Toulouse Cedex 01 4
CPPM Marseille 2
Dibcom Palaiseau 1
Dolphin Integration Meylan 4
EADS Defense&security  1
ELA Recherche Meylan 4
ENSEA Cergy Pontoise 2
ENST Paris Paris 2
ESIEE Noisy Le Grand 3
IN2P3 - LPNHE - Universites 6 et 7 Paris Cedex 5 9
Institut des Sciences Nucleaires Grenoble 5
Institut de Physique Nucleaire Villeurbanne 7
Institut Sup. d Electronique de Bretagne Brest 2
ISEN Recherche Lille cedex 3
LAAS/CNRS Toulouse 8
Labo PCC   CNRS/IN2P3 Paris cedex05 2
Laboratoire de l Accelerateur Lineaire Orsay 6
LAPP Annecy-le-Vieux 7
LEA Cesson Sevigne 1
LEPSI Strasbourg 15
LETI-CEA Grenoble 4
LIRMM Montpellier 2
Midi Ingenierie Labege 1
MXM Laboratories Vallauris 3
NeoVision France Bagneux 3
NXP Semiconductor Caen 2
PMIPS - IEF Orsay 2
SODERN Limeil-Brevannes 2
ISAE Toulouse Cedex 12
Supelec Gif-sur-Yvette 3
TTPCOM Sophia Antipolis 1
Universite Joseph Fourier Grenoble 1
Universite Pierre et Marie Curie Paris 4
Vision Integree Nogent sur Marne 3

CUSTOMER TOWN Number 
  of ASICs

CUSTOMER TOWN Number 
  of ASICs

Germany  
AEG infrarot-module  1
Albert-Ludwig University - IMTEK Freiburg 2
ALV-Laser Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH Langen 1
austriamicrosystems Dresden 2
Balluff  1
Bergische Universitaet Wuppertal Wuppertal 2
Biotronik GmbH & Co Erlangen 9
Bruker AXS Karlsruhe 2
Bruker Biospin  4
Cairos Technologies Karlsbad 8
Comtech GmbH St. Georgen 3
Daimler-Benz AG Ulm 3
Darmstadt University of Technology Darmstadt 3
Dr. Johannes Haidenhain  1
ESM Eberline Erlangen 1
ETA Erlangen 1
Fachhochschule Aalen Aalen 3
Fachhochschule Aschaffenburg Aschaffenburg 2
Fachhochschule Augsburg Augsburg 1
Fachhochschule Brandenburg Brandenburg 5
Fachhochschule Bremen Bremen 3
Fachhochschule Darmstadt Darmstadt 9
Fachhochschule Dortmund Dortmund 3
Fachhochschule Esslingen Goeppingen 2
Fachhochschule Furtwangen Furtwangen 6
Fachhochschule Giessen-Friedberg Giessen 15
Fachhochschule Koeln  Gummersbach 3
Fachhochschule Mannheim Mannheim 2
Fachhochschule Nuernberg Nuernberg 1
Fachhochschule Offenburg Offenburg 25
Fachhochschule Osnabrueck Osnabrueck 4
Fachhochschule Pforzheim Pforzheim 1
Fachhochschule Ulm Ulm 16
Fachhochschule Wilhelmshaven Wilhelmshaven 1
Fachhochschule Wuerzburg Wuerzburg 1
FAG-Kugelfischer Schweinfurt 3
FH Hannover Hannover 5
FH Karlsruhe Karlsruhe 1
FH Niederrhein Krefeld 5
Fraunhofer IIS Erlangen 209
FH-Münster Steinfurt 1
FORMIKROSYS Erlangen 2
Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH Juelich 2
Fraunhofer Heinrich - Hertz Berlin 1
Fraunhofer institute silicontechnology Itzehoe 18
Fraunhofer IPMS Dresden 6
Fraunhofer ISC  1
Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena 3
GEMAC Chemnitz 7
Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung Darmstadt 30
Geyer Nuernberg 6
GMD St. Augustin 1
Hella  1
Hyperstone AG Konstanz 1
iAd GmbH Grosshabersdorf 1
IHP Frankfurt(Oder) 1
IIP-Technologies GmbH Bonn 6
IMKO Micromodultechnik GmbH Ettlingen 3
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CUSTOMER TOWN Number 
  of ASICs

CUSTOMER TOWN Number 
  of ASICs

IMST GmbH Kamp-Lintfort 4
INOVA Semiconductor Munich 1
Institute for Integrated Systemes Aachen 1
Institute of Microsystem Techology Freiburg 2
Institut fuer Mikroelectronik Stuttgart Stuttgart 1
Institut fur Mobil- und Satellitenfunktechnik Kamp-Lintfort 9
Jakob Maul GmbH Bad Koenig 1
Joh.-Wolfgang-Goethe-Universitaet Frankfurt 2
Johannes Gutenberg-Universitaet  Mainz 9
KVG Quatrz Crystal Neckarbisch 1
Lenze GmbH Aerzen 2
LHR Comtech St. Georgen 1
MAN Nüremberg 1
Marquardt GmbH Rietheim-Weilheim 1
Max Planck Institute Munchen 8
MAZ Brandenburg Brandenburg 2
Med-El GmbH  1
MEODAT Ilmenau 2
Metzeler Automotive  3
MPI-Halbleiterlabor Munich 2
NeuroConnex Meckenheim 2
Optek Systems Innovations  1
OPTRONICS  1
Phisikalisches Institut Bonn 2
Preh Werke NA 2
Rechner Industrieelektronik GmbH  1
Rohde & Schwarz München 2
Ruhr-University Bochum Bochum 5
RWTH Aachen Aachen 31
Scanditronix Wellhöfer NA 3
Schleicher GmbH & Co Relais-Werke KG  1
Schleifring und Apparatebau GmbH  3
Seuffer Calw-Hirsau 5
Sican Braunschweig GmbH Braunschweig 1
Siemens  4
Technical University Ilmenau Ilmenau 62
Technical University of Berlin Berlin 11
TESAT-Spacecom Backnang 2
Trias Krefeld 1
Trinamic Hamburg 1
TU Berlin Berlin 6
TU Braunschweig Braunschweig 3
TU Chemnitz Chemnitz 12
TU Darmstadt Darmstadt 11
TU Dresden Dresden 24
TU Hamburg-Harburg Hamburg 41
Universitaet Dortmund Dortmund 2
Universitaet Hannover Hannover 13
Universitaet Kaiserslautern Kaiserslautern 18
Universitaet Paderborn Paderborn 14
Universität Rostock Rostock 8
University of Bonn Bonn 9
University of Bremen Bremen 26
University of Erlangen-Nuernberg Erlangen 21
University of Freiburg Freiburg 11
University of Heidelberg Heidelberg 61
University of Kassel Kassel 5
University of Magdeburg Magdeburg 13
University of Mannheim Mannheim 36

University of Munich Munich 1
University of Oldenburg Oldenburg 1
University of Saarland Saarbruecken 4
University of Siegen Siegen 15
University of Stuttgart Stuttgart 1
University of Ulm Ulm 18
Vishay semiconductor Heilbronn 2
Wellhoeffer Schwarzenbruck 2
Work Microwave GmbH Holzkirchen 1

Greece  
ACE Power Electronics LTD AG Dimitrios 1
Aristotle Univ. of Thessaloniki Thessaloniki 9
Athena Semiconductors SA Alimos - Athens 2
Crypto SA Marousi 1
Datalabs Athens 1
Democritus University of Thrace Xanthi 4
Found. for Research and Techn.-Hellas Heraklion 1
InAccess Athens 1
HELIC SA Athens 1
Hellenic Semiconductor Applications Athens 2
Intracom Paiania 1
National Tech. Univ. of Athens Athens 16
NCSR  Athens 23
NTNU n/a 2
RETECO LTD. Athens 1
Technological Educational Institute of Chalkis Chalkis 3
Unibrain SA Athens 1
University of IONNINA Ioannina 2
University of Patras - VLSI Laboratory Rio - Patras 23

Hungary  
Hungarian Academy and Science Budapest 1
Peter Pazmany Catholic University Budapest 3
Computer and Automation Inst. Budapest 6
JATE University Szeged 1

India  
CEERI Pilani 4
College of Eng. Guindy Anna Univesity Chennai 2
Concept2Silicon Systems Bangalore 1
Electronics Corporation of India Hyderabad 10
Indian Institute of Science Bangalore 15
Indian Institute of Technology - Bombay Mumbai 6
Indian Institute of Technology - New-Dehli New Dehli 3
Indian Institute of Technology - Kanpur Assam 1
Indian Institute of Technology - Kharagpur Kharagpur 8
Indian Institute of Technology - Madras Chennai 25
Indian Institute of Science New Dehli 5
Integrated Microsystem Gurgaon 1
SITAR Bangalore 11
TIFR Colaba, Mumbai 1
VECC Kolkata 6

Ireland  
ChipSensors Ltd Limerick 3
Cork Institute of Technology Cork 3
Duolog LtD Dublin 2
National University of Ireland Kildare 2
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Farran Technology Ballincollig 1
National Microelectronics Research Cent. Cork 17
Parthus Technologies (SSL) Cork 7
TELTEC Cork 1
University College Cork Cork 12
University of Limerick Limerick 16
Waterford Institute of Technology Waterford 8

Israel  
CoreQuest Petach Tikva 2
DSP Semiconductors Givat Shmuel 1
Technion - Israel Institute of Techn. Haifa 4
Tel Aviv University Tel Aviv 3

Italy  
Alcatel Alenia L’Aquila 1
Alimare SRL Favria Canavese (Torino) 1
Aurelia Microelettronica S.p.A. Navacchio PISA 18
BIOTRONIC SRL San Benedetto 1
Cesvit Microelettronica s.r.l. Prato 2
DEEI - University of Trieste Trieste 2
INFN Bologna 1
INFN Cagliari 1
INFN Catania 12
INFN Ferrara 1
INFN Milano 6
INFN Genova 2
INFN Padova  3
INFN Roma 4
INFN S.Piero a Grado (PISA) 2
INFN Torino 8
INFN Trieste 9
Instituto di Sanita Roma 3
Italian Institute of Technology Genova 3
Fondazione Bruno Kessler Trento 49
ISE Vecchiano 1
LABEN S.p.A. Vimodrone (MI) 3
Microgate S.r.L Bolzano 2
Microtest Altopascio 1
Neuricam Trento 3
Optoelettronica Italia Terlago 1
Politecnico di Bari Bari 5
Politecnico di Milano Milano 103
Politecnico di Torino Torino 6
Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna Pisa 2
Silis s.r.l Parma 1
Sincrotrone Trieste SCpA Trieste 3
SITE Technology s.r.l. Oricola 1
SYEL S.r.l. Pontadera 1
Universita degli Studi Dell Aquila L Aquila 3
Universita di Torino Torino 7
Università degli Studi di Ancona Ancona 4
Universita degli Studi di Firenze Firenze 3
Universita di Cagliari Cagliari 16
Universita della Calabria Arcavacata di Rende 1
Universita di Catania Catania 38
University of Bologna Bologna 25
University of Brescia Brescia 11
University of Genova Genova 15

University of Lecce Lecce 3
University of Modena and Regio Emilia Modena 4
University of Naples Napoli 6
University of Padova Padova 28
University of Parma Parma 13
University of Pavia Pavia 14
University of Perugia Perugia 7
University of Pisa Pisa 20
University of Rome La Sapienza Roma 1
University of Rome Tor Vergata Roma 9
University of Siena Siena 2

Japan  
MAPLUS Kitsuki-City 1
Marubeni Solutions Osaka 11
Hokkaido University Sapporo 19
Kobe University Kobe 6
Rigaku Corporation Tokyo 5
Yamatake Kanagawa 1

Korea  
3SoC Inc. Seoul 1
JOSUYA TECHNOLOGY Taejon 1
KAIST Daejeon 2
Korean Elektrotechnology Research Institute Changwon 1
Macam Co., Ltd Seoul 2
M.I.tech Corp. Gyeonggi-do 1
Nurobiosys Seoul 10
Radtek Yusung-Ku, Daejeon 1
Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology Yongin-si Gyeonggi-do 5
Samsung Electro-Mechanics Suwon 1
Seoul National University Seoul 3
Seloco Seoul 32
SoC8611 Gyeonggi-do 2
SML Seoul 7

Lebanon  
American university of Beirut Beirut 1

Malaysia  
MIMOS Kuala Lumpur 1
SunSem Sdn. Bhd. Kuala Lumpur 1
University of Technology Skudai 1

Malta  
University Of Malta Msida 14

Mexico  
INAOE Puebla 27

Netherlands  
Aemics Hengelo 8
ASTRON Dwingeloo 1
Catena Microelectronics BV Delft 1
Cavendish Kinetics ‘s Hertogenbosch 1
Delft University of Technology Delft 152
ESA AG Noordwijk ZH 3
Hogeschool Heerlen Heerlen 1
IMEC-NL Eindhoven 37
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Intrinsic-ID Eindhoven 1
Lucent Technologies Nederland BV Huizen 1
Mesa Research Institute Twente 1
NFRA Dwingeloo 1
Nikhef Amsterdam 3
Sonion Amsterdam 3
Smart Telecom Solutions  1
SRON Utrecht 13
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven Eindhoven 44
TNO Industrie Eindhoven 1
TNO - FEL The Hague 18
University of Amsterdam Amsterdam 1
University of Twente Enschede 5
GreenPeak Technology Utrecht 8
Xensor Integration Delfgauw 3

New Zealand  
Industrial Research Ltd Lower Hutt 4

Norway  
AME As Horten 1
IDE AS Oslo 2
Interon Asker 10
Nordic VLSI Trondheim 38
Norwegian Institute of Technology Trondheim 18
Nygon Asker 1
SINTEF Trondheim 19
University of Bergen Bergen 6
University of Oslo Oslo 73
Vestfold University College Tonsberg 2

Poland  
AGH University of Science and Technology Krakow 55
Institute of Electron Technology Warsaw 38
Military University of Technology Warsaw 1
Technical University of Gdansk Gdansk 7
Technical University of Lodz Lodz 7
University of Mining and Metallurgy Krakow 24
University of Technology & Agriculture Bydgoszcz 1
University of Technology - Poznan Poznan 1
Warsaw University of Technology Warsaw 15

Portugal  
Acacia Semiconductor Lisboa 6
Chipidea Oeiras 22
INESC Lisboa 34
INETI Lisboa 1
Instituto de Telecomunicacoes Lisboa 22
Instituto Superior Tecnico Lisboa 6
Universidade de Aveiro Aveiro 18
University of Minho Guimaraes 6
University of Porto Porto 10
ISEL-IPL LIsboa 1
University of Tras-os-Montes e Alto Vila Real 3
Universidade Nova de Lisboa - Uninova Caparica 9

Romania  
National Inst. for Physics & Nuclear Engineering Bucharest 1
Polytechnic inst. Bucharest Bucharest 1

Russia  
IPMCE Moscow 3
JSC “NTLAB” Moscow 2
Moscow Institute of Electronic Technology Moscow 4
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology Moscow 2
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute Moscow 12
N.I. Lobachevsky State Univ Nizhni Novgorod 5
SRIET-SMS CJSC Voronezh 4
University St Petersburg St Petersburg 3
Vladimir State university Vladimir 1

Serbia and Montenegro  
University of Nis Nis 1

Singapore  
Agilent Singapore 2
DSO National Laboratories Singapore 6
Nanyang Technology University Singapore 1

Slovakia  
Inst. of Computer Systems Bratislava 1
Slovak University of Technology Bratislava 5

Slovenia  
Iskraemeco d.d. Kranj 19
NOVOPAS Maribor 1
University of Ljubljana Ljubljana 8
University of Maribor Maribor 1

South Africa  
Solid State Technology Pretoria 6
University of Pretoria Pretoria 27

South America  
CNM/Iberchip  74

Spain  
Acorde S.A. Santander 24
Anafocus Sevilla 2
CNM Bellaterra 70
Design of Systems on Silicon Paterna 7
EUSS Barcelona 1
Facultad de Informática UPV/EHU San Sebastián 2
Technical University of Madrid Madrid 3
Univ. Las Palmas Gran Canaria Las Palmas de Gran Canaria 15
Universidad Carlos III Madrid Madrid 1
Universidad Cartagena Cartagena 2
Universidad de Cantabria Santander 30
Universidad de Extremadura Badajoz 21
Universidad de Navarra San Sebastian 34
Universidad del Pais Vasco Bilbao 3
Universidad Politecnica de Madrid Madrid 1
Universidad Publica de Navarra Pamplona 16
Universitat autonoma de Barcelona Barcelona 7
Universitat de Barcelona Barcelona 39
Universitat Illes Balears Palma Mallorca 3
Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya Barcelona 40
Universitat Rovira i Virgili Tarragona 2
University of Malaga Malaga 3
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University of Seville Sevilla 70
University of Valencia Valencia 1
University of Valladolid Valladolid 1
University of Vigo Vigo 3
University of Zaragoza Zaragoza 25

Sweden  
Bofors Defence AB  2
Chalmers University Goteborg 6
Chalmers University of Technology Gothenburg 66
Defence Researh Establishment Linkoping 5
Ericsson Molndal 2
Ericsson Microelectronics Kista 2
Halmstad University Halmstad 2
Institutet for Rymdfysik Kiruna 1
Imego AB Goteborg 1
Lulea University of Technology Lulea 9
Lund University Lund 174
Malardalens University Vasteras 2
Mid Sweden University Sundsvall 12
Royal Institute of Technology Kista 30
Saab Ericsson Space AB Goteborg 1
SiCon AB Linkoping 4
Svenska Grindmatriser AB Linkoping 3
University of Trollhattan Trollhattan 3
University of Linköping Linköping 154
Uppsala University Uppsala 11

Switzerland  
Agilent Technologies Plan-les-Ouates 2
Asulab SA Marin 22
austriamicrosystems  2
Bernafon Bern 1
Biel School of Engineering Biel 8
CERN Geneva 13
CSEM Zurich 34
CT-Concept  9
Ecole d’ingenieurs de Geneve Geneve 1
Ecole d’ingenieurs et d’Archtectes Fribourg 5
EPFL IMT ESPLAB Neuchatel 5
EPFL Lausanne Lausanne 228
ETH Zurich Zurich 134
HMT Microelectronics Ltd Biel/Bienne 1
Hochschule Rapperswill Rapperswill 1
HTA Luzern Horw 2
HTL Brugg-Windisch Windisch 2
id Quantique Carouge 19
Innovative Silicon S.A. Lausanne 1
Institut MNT Yverdon-les-Bains 1
Institute of Microelectronics,  
Uni. of Applied Sciences Northwest Windisch 1
Landis + Gyr AG  1
Leica Geosystems Heerbrugg 1
LEM Plan-les-Ouates 3
MEAD Microelectronics S.A. St-Sulpice 2
MICROSWISS Rapperswil 2
Paul-Scherrer-Institute Villigen 15
Photonfocus Lachen 3
Senis Zurich 1

Sensima technologies Nyon 1
Sensirion Staefa 2
Sentron AG Lausanne 7
siemens Zug 2
Smart Silicon Systems SA Lausanne 2
Suter IC-Design AG Waldenburg 4
University of Neuchatel Neuchatel 22
University of Zurich  Zurich 49
Uster Technolgies Uster 1
Xemics SA - CSEM Neuchatel 33

Taiwan  
Feng Chia University Taichung 1
National Cheng Kung University  1
National Tsing Hua University Hsinchu 4

Thailand  
Microelectronic Technologies Bangkok 2
NECTEC Bangkok 34

Turkey  
ASELSAN Ankara 1
Bahcesehir Universitesi Istanbul 1
Bilkent University Ankara 6
Bogazici University Istanbul 10
Istanbul Technical University Istanbul 25
Kardiosis Ankara 1
KOC University Istanbul 1
Kocaeli University Izmit 1
Middle East Technical Univ. Ankara 8
Sabanci University Istanbul 14
Tubitak Bilten Ankara 4
Yeditepe University Istanbul 1

United Kingdom  
Aberdeen University Aberdeen 1
Barnard Microsystems Limited London 2
Bournemouth University Poole 3
Bradford University Bradford 7
Brunel university Uxbridge 1
Cadence Design Systems Ltd Bracknell 1
Cambridge Consultants Ltd. Cambridge 3
Cardiff University Cardiff 5
CML Microcircuits Ltd. Maldon 16
Control Technique Newtown 4
Data Design & Developmentsq Stone 1
Dukosi Edinburgh 2
Edinburgh University Edinburgh 63
Epson Cambridge research lab Cambridge 2
ELBIT Systems Ltd.  1
Heriot-Watt University Edinburgh 2
Imperial College London 41
Jennic Ltd Sheffield 1
K.J. Analogue Consulting Malmesbury 1
King’s College London London 1
Lancaster University Lancaster 7
Leicester University Leicester 1
Middlesex University London 6
Napier University Edinburgh 4
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National Physical Laboratory Teddington 3
Nortel Harlow 1
Plextek Ltd Essex 4
Positek Limited Glos 1
CCLRC - RAL Oxon 54
Roke Manor Research Ltd. Southampton 10
Saul Research Towcester 22
Sheffield Hallam University Sheffield 1
Swindon Silicon Systems Ltd Swindon 3
Tality Livingston 1
The Queens University of Belfast Belfast 3
The University of Hull Hull 1
The University of Liverpool Liverpool 13
UMIST Manchester 56
University College London-UCL London 2
University of Bath Bath 24
University of Birmingham Birmingham 6
University of Brighton Brighton 1
University of Bristol Bristol 2
University of Cambridge Cambridge 29
University of Dundee Dundee 1
University of East London London 1
University of Glasgow Glasgow 37
University of Hertfordshire Hatfield 1
University of Kent Canterbury 13
University of London London 38
University of Newcastle upon Tyne Newcastle upon Tyne 15
University of Nottingham Nottingham 36
University Of Oxford Oxford 25
University of Plymouth Plymouth 2
University of Reading Reading 1
University of Sheffield Sheffield 7
University of Southampton Southampton 23
University of Stirling Stirling 1
University of Surrey Guildford 6
University of the West of England Bristol 2
University of Wales, Aberystwyth Aberystwyth 5
University of Warwick Coventry 5
University of Westminster London 6
University of York Heslington 1
Walmsley (microelectronics) Ltd Edinburgh 1

USA  
Analog Phoenix 1
Arizona State University Tempe 10
austriamicrosystems USA  1
Boston university Boston 9
Brookhaven National Laboratory Upton, NY 1
Carnegie Mellon University Pittsburgh 1
Columbia University Irvington, New York 18
Discera  1
Duke Universtity Durham 1
Exelys Ilc Los Angeles 2
Eutecus Inc Berkeley 3
Flextronics Sunnyvale 1
Forza Silicon Corporation Pasadena 1
Fox Electronics Fort Myers 5
Future Devices  1
General Electric Niskayuna 3
Glacier Microelectronics San Jose 1
Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA Greenbelt 1
Intrinsix Fairport 1
Iwatsu Irving 4
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Berkeley 2
Linear Dimensions, Inc. Chicago 1
Micrel Semiconductor San Jose 8
Microchip Technology  1
MIT - Lincoln Lab Cambridge 22
MOSIS Marina del Rey, CA 43
Neofocal Systems Portland 8
Nova R&D  Riverside 3
Parallax Inc. Rocklin 2
Philips Medical Systems Andover 1
Princeton University Princeton, NJ 4
Rockwell Scientific Thousand Oaks, CA 13
Signal Processing Group Chandler 1
Stanford Linear Accelerator Meno Park 11
Symphonix San Jose 5
Tachyon Semiconductor Naperville, IL 2
Tekwiss USA, Inc Costa Mesa 2
Telemetric Medical Applications Los Angeles 1
Triad Semiconductor  1
University of California Santa Cruz 1
University of Chicago Illinois 3
University of Colorado Boulder 3
University of Delaware Newark 3
University of Florida Gainesville 3
University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia, Pa. 2
University of Texas at Austin Austin 19
Imniversity of Washington Seattle 1
USRA Washington 1
Vectron International Inc. Hudson NH 5
Xerox El Segundo 1
Yanntek San Jose, CA 5
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All information for MPW runs schedule, prices, etc. is available on-line on our WEB site

www.europractice-ic.com

For more information, please contact one of the EUROPRACTICE service centers.

imec

General EUROPRACTICE IC office &

IC Manufacturing Center

C. Das

Kapeldreef 75

B-3001 Leuven, Belgium

Tel :  + 32 16 281 248

Fax : + 32 16 281 584

mpc@imec.be

http://www.europractice-ic.com/

Fraunhofer IIS

IC Manufacturing Center

W. McKinley, J. Sauerer

Am Wolfsmantel 33

D-91058 Erlangen, Germany

Tel :  + 49 9131 776 4413

Fax : + 49 9131 776 4499

europrac@iis.fraunhofer.de

http://www.iis.fraunhofer.de/asic/svasic
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